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Abstract
The shapes and structures created by living organisms have properties that any
engineer would desire: they are self-healing, growing, adaptive, and range in
complexity and material property from the strength of bone to the lightweight flexibility
of an insect wing. The goal of this thesis is to use synthetic biology to design, control,
and understand the range of structures that can be constructed using a ubiquitous tool
for self-organization in animal development: cell sorting. We first use experiments and
computational modeling to demonstrate how incompletely sorted structures can be
systematically designed by quantitative control of cell composition. By varying the
number of highly adhesive and less adhesive cells in multicellular aggregates, we find
that cell type ratio and total number of cells are controllers of pattern formation, and
the resulting structures are maintained over the course of days. Next, we establish a
set of design rules for cell sorting-driven shape assembly using cell lines with
engineered genetic circuits that can induce expression of different cadherins. We show
that, even when well mixed, populations of cells with different cadherin expression
profiles sort themselves in predictable ways. The resulting shapes vary significantly,
including planes of semi-regular polka dots, a sphere engulfed by an outer shell, mazelike intertwined populations, and radial protrusions from a core. We can reliably select
between these shapes and control their properties by changing induction of cadherin
expression, population ratio, cadherin identity, and total aggregate size. Finally, we
have designed and constructed a recombinase-based tool to break symmetry in a
population of cells, with the ultimate goal of controlling the autonomous creation of
different subpopulations from a single cell. By creating a platform to programmably
generate multicellular forms, this thesis aims to establish design principles for synthetic
morphogenesis and provide a framework to control living shapes.
Thesis Supervisor: Ron Weiss, PhD
Title: Professor of Biological Engineering and Professor of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, MIT
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Chapter 1. Introduction and
Background

1.1 Synthetic biology: repurposing the tools of mother
nature
All engineers are humbled next to mother nature. You could spend a decade
engineering an airplane, but a bird can still fly more elegantly, fueled only by worms.
An acorn given access to some dirt and water can grow into a tree – a structure as tall
as a building that is capable of surviving for decades despite wind, flood, and snow.
Living things can heal, communicate, sense their environment, compute, create
complex materials, and can do it all without an external blueprint.

The field of synthetic biology is built on the idea that we can take the tools mother
nature has developed over the course of 4 billion years and use them to serve new
purposes. It is a relatively new field, originating at the beginning of this century with the
development of a gene-driven toggle switch1 and oscillator2 that operated entirely
within living bacteria. Inspired by modern genetic engineering technologies and the rise
of systems biology in the 1990s3, synthetic biology grew as an umbrella term to include
areas that involved redesigning or repurposing cellular tools, including metabolic
engineering, genome engineering, biological logic circuits and computation, protocells,
orthogonal cell communications systems, and more4, although the exact limits of the
field are debated5. Emerging therapeutic applications include T-cell engineering6,7,
organoids8,9 , vaccine development10, and regenerative medicine11.
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Most, if not all, of these are efforts are based on the idea that biology can be
modularized. Parts developed to allow cells to communicate or regulate gene
expression, for example, can be combined to create the complex behavior needed for
advanced applications. One idea central to synthetic biology is that we can develop
basic logic units in living cells like those found in computers – NOT gates, AND gates,
toggles, oscillators, etc – and compose in different orders to get new, complex and
controllable decision making and computation12.

1.2 Controlling patterning and shape with synthetic biology
Synthetic morphogenesis, an emerging subfield of synthetic biology, posits that basic
shape-making processes can be modularized much the same way as logic gates are
modularized in traditional synthetic biology13. It has been proposed that there are only
a small set of fundamental tools needed to make all the diverse structures of the animal
kingdom – about ten shape-changing operations that include cell death, adhesion, and
movement14,15. To decide which of these shape-changing operations to use, cells in
an organism communicate between themselves to establish their relative positions. If
we could control these processes and compose them in some desired order, we could
begin to create new self-assembling structures composed of living cells15. This would
represent a major advance in materials engineering, as we could take advantage of
the properties of life and integrate the same durability, responsiveness, and flexibility
of biological morphology into synthetic materials16. Synthetic morphogenesis has been
also proposed as a method to explore the ‘morphospace’ of biology, or set of all
possible living structures that could exist17,18. With a map of this morphospace, and an
understanding of what living structures are engineerable, we could create synthetic
organs or tissues with new structural properties. We could further elucidate the
principles and mechanisms that underlie development in the natural world, which is the
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focus of the subfield of synthetic developmental biology19,20. All of these efforts would
be aided by the ability to design and control the structures of multicellular systems.

How can we create spatial patterns in multicellular systems? One answer is through
the engineering of cell-cell communication systems, which underlie pattern formation
in animal development. Cells determine their position in the embryo by communicating
with each other through a variety of methods including longer range morphogens like
BMP, WNT, or Sonic Hedgehog, or through short-range juxtracrine signaling, like
Notch or integrin signaling21. Efforts to create synthetic spatial patterning with
engineering cell-cell communication have progressed rapidly over the last decade and
a half22. In 2005, Basu et al23 created a band-detection bacterial genetic network that,
when embedded in receiver cells, formed a bullseye pattern around a colony of sender
cells. More advanced examples are Turing-like patterns, or reaction-diffusion patterns
that can create regular stripes or spots starting from an initially uniform plane, have
also been recapitulated in synthetic systems, with Karig et al in 201824 showing
stochastic spot patterns in bacterial planes and Sekine et al25 in mammalian systems
using the different diffusivity properties of the morphogens Nodal and Lefty to make
patterns. Other advances include the creation of a spatial gradient of the morphogen
Sonic Hedgehog26, the formation of stripes in bacterial colonies by a propagating
oscillatory wave-front driven by genetic circuits27, the generation of a bacterial edge
detection system28, and the development of a synthetic notch receptor that can drive
the creation of multilayered patterns in epithelia29.

Controlling cell-cell communication is, however, not the only method for creating spatial
patterns. Mechanical features of cells, including properties like migration, contraction,
and adhesion, can also be manipulated to drive patterning30. In 2015, MacKay31 et al
demonstrated spatial patterning in glioma cells engineered to expressed mutants of
the GTPase Rac1, a gene that controls cell migration. Hughes et al in 201832 used the
compaction of mesenchymal cells and computational modeling to drive programmable
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folding of ECM sheets into a wide range of shapes. Also in 2018, Izquierdo et al33 used
apical constriction in the epithelia of fly embryos, driven by optogenetic activation of
Rho signaling, to guide morphogenesis and create controllable tissue folding. In
addition to these efforts, many other groups have used another mechanical control –
adhesion-based cell sorting – as a platform for patterning.

1.3 Cell sorting: a platform for self-assembling shapes
One central feature of biological shapes is that they are, for the most part, self-forming
and assemble into patterns and structures without external instruction. In order to
recreate this feature in synthetic systems, one tool in particular – cell sorting – has
been frequently used as the basis for synthetic morphogenesis and patterning efforts.
Cell sorting is the process by which mixtures of cell types can physically rearrange
themselves into distinct populations, and is driven by differences in tissue surface
tension between populations of cells34. Tissue surface tension is determined primarily
by an interplay between cell-cell adhesion and cell cortex tension35,36.

To engineer synthetic control of cell sorting, previous efforts have used a glycoprotein
family long known for its ability to create spatial organization in tissues: cadherin15,37,39.
Found in all animals, cadherins are a superfamily of cell-cell adhesion proteins that are
essential for holding cells together and creating tissue boundaries during
development38. Much like oil and water, cell populations with different cadherin
expression can sort themselves into separate groups after being mixed together and
can self-assemble into a range of structures in vitro39,40. Synthetic cadherin-based
segregation has been shown to result in several different modes of cell population
patterning, including an inner sphere with an outer shell41, segmented separate
populations42, and maze-like intertwined populations15. All of these patterns are selforganizing and form autonomously over the course of hours when cell populations are
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randomly mixed in 2D or 3D cell culture. In 2018, Toda et al43,44 used synthetic
developmental programs to drive cadherin expression downstream of the synthetic
notch cell-cell communication system, resulting in self-organizing structures that can
be formed in sequential steps of communication and adhesion. Cell sorting therefore
represents a robust and powerful platform for structure formation,

Despite the benefits, there are, of course, limits to cell sorting. The biggest aggregates
in previous works have been on the order of hundreds of microns across, and
adhesion-driven self-organization alone is unlikely to generate structures with organscale size or complexity. To drive morphogenesis in larger tissues, cell sorting could
be coupled with long-range cell-cell communication systems. Additionally, sorting
could be used to establish initial patterning in smaller systems that could then grow
into larger, organ-scale sizes. All of these goals would be greatly aided by a rigorous
understanding of the design principles behind cell sorting-driven shape formation.

1.4 Thesis overview
The goal of this thesis is to use synthetic biology to design, control, and understand
the range of structures that can be constructed using cell sorting.

In Chapter 2, we use experiments and computational modeling to demonstrate how
incompletely sorted structures can be systematically designed by quantitative control
of cell composition. By varying the number of highly adhesive and less adhesive cells
in multicellular aggregates, we find that cell type ratio and total number of cells are
controllers of pattern formation, and the resulting structures are maintained over the
course of days.

In Chapter 3, we establish a set of design rules for cell sorting-driven shape assembly
using cell lines with engineered genetic circuits that can induce expression of different
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cadherins. We show that, even when well mixed, populations of cells with different
cadherin expression profiles sort themselves in predictable ways. The resulting shapes
vary significantly, and include planes of semi-regular polka dots, a sphere engulfed by
an outer shell, maze-like intertwined populations, and radial protrusions from a core.
We show that we can reliably select between these shapes and control their properties
by changing induction of cadherin expression, population ratio, cadherin identity, and
total aggregate size.

In Chapter 4, we show the design and construction of a recombinase-based tool to
break symmetry in a population of cells, with the goal of controlling the autonomous
creation of distinct subpopulations in aggregates that start from a single cell.

Overall, this thesis aims to establish design principles for synthetic morphogenesis and
provide a framework to control living shapes, with the ultimate goal of creating a diverse
array of programmable, self-assembling, multicellular structures.
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Chapter 2: Incomplete cell sorting
creates engineerable structures with
long term stability
This chapter is based on a manuscript authored by me, Matej Krajnc, Nicholas
Walczak, Matthew Lima, Jacob Beal, Stanislav Shvartsman, and Ron Weiss. Matej
Krajnc and Stanislav Shvartsman created and developed the computational model.
Nicholas Walczak and Jacob Beal performed the automated image analyses and
created point clouds of our 3D data.

2.1 Summary
Adhesion-mediated cell sorting has been considered an organizing principle in
developmental biology for decades. While most computational models of the
phenomena have emphasized the dynamics of segregation to fully sorted structures,
cell sorting can also generate a plethora of transient, incompletely sorted states. The
time scale on which such states exist in an experimental system is not clear: if they are
long lived, they can be harnessed by development or engineered in synthetic tissues.
In this chapter, we use experiments and computational modeling to demonstrate how
such structures can be systematically designed by quantitative control of cell
composition. By varying the number of highly adhesive and less adhesive cells in
multicellular aggregates, we find that cell type ratio and total number of cells are
controllers of pattern formation, and the resulting structures are maintained over the
course of days. This work takes a step towards mapping the design space of selfassembling structures in developmental biology, and provides guidance to the
emerging field of shape engineering with synthetic biology.
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2 .2 Introduction and Goal
In 1907, H. V. Wilson reported a remarkable phenomenon: when sponges were
pushed through a fine cloth and completely dissociated, they could re-assemble
themselves back into complete living organisms45. Steinberg proposed that a simple
physical mechanism - differences in cell-cell adhesion - could account for this
behavior46. Since then, there has been a large body of work that addresses the
molecular mechanisms of self-assembling biological structures47,48, culminating in a
recent drive to direct self-organizing shape formation synthetically with the goal of
engineering artificial living structures for materials engineering and organ
regeneration40,14,43,49,50.

Although self-organization has been studied extensively, the general question of what
can be constructed through multicellular self-organization remains unsolved. Here we
present a systematic study of a range of structures that can be constructed using a
ubiquitous tool for self-organization in animal development: cell sorting. Cell sorting, or
the process by which mixtures of cell types can physically rearrange themselves into
distinct populations, is driven by differences in tissue surface tension between
populations of cells. Tissue surface tension is determined primarily by an interplay
between cell-cell adhesion and cell cortex tension35,36. Complete cell sorting can result
in a range of structure types, including an engulfed cluster of one cell type surrounded
by another cell type, or total separation of two cell types to distinct sections. Partial or
incomplete cell sorting was discussed in the seminal work by Glazier and Graner51 in
which they developed a Cellular Potts Model for simulating differential adhesion. They
demonstrated computationally that when partially sorted clusters have limited diffusion,
they can be stable over long periods without significant merging. Most other theoretical
work on cell-sorting-based structure formation has been primarily focused on studying
segregation

dynamics

and

the

resulting

fully

segregated

steady-state

patterns52,53,54,55,56, with some recent exceptions that examined the periodic Turing-like
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patterns that can emerge as a result of cell adhesion combined with phenotypic
switching57.

Although many computational models and experimental systems exist for cell sortingbased pattern formation47,51,58,59, they lack a precise set of design rules for controlling
the features of the resulting patterns and structures, especially of incompletely sorted
forms. Here we address this issue and establish several design rules by systematic
exploration of two features of the design space: total number of cells and relative
composition of highly adhesive and less adhesive cells. We find a set of self-organizing
structures that are distinct from fully sorted steady-state structures, and are maintained
over the course of multiple days. In aggregates with highly adhesive and less adhesive
cell mixtures, we find that the ratio of cell types precisely controls a transition between
a completely sorted structure and the formation of many semi-regular clusters that are
robustly tunable. Due to the finite time scale of cell rearrangement, we argue that these
states may be more relevant for tissue design than the thermodynamically stable fullysorted states. In our system, steady state sorted behavior is only predicted to emerge
in some cases on a time scale that is typically longer than developmental stages and
may be entirely precluded by other pragmatic considerations not typically included in
theoretical models of complete cell sorting. Although incompletely sorted, patterns with
multiple clusters persist over the course of many days and have predictable,
controllable features. These structures are designable and stable over biologically
relevant time scales, paving the way for synthetic multicellular shape engineering.

2.3 Ratio of highly adhesive to less adhesive cells precisely
controls pattern features
Given enough time to sort out, a mixture of motile highly self-adhesive and less
adhesive cells is theoretically expected to assemble into the lowest energy
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arrangement: a single central sphere of the more adhesive cells engulfed by a shell of
less adhesive cells46,36. To establish whether other biologically relevant patterns can
be created using cell sorting between highly adhesive cells and less adhesive cells,
we created aggregates composed of two cell types with different adhesive properties:
HEK293FT (HEK) cells and CHO K1 (CHO) cells. CHO cells express low levels of
cadherin60, are minimally self-adhesive, and form loose aggregates in 3D cell culture.
HEK293 cells express E-cadherin and N-cadherin and are more adhesive, forming
compacted spheroids in 3D cell culture61. To make CHO and HEK 3D aggregates, cells
were first maintained in adherent 2D cell culture, trypsinized to make single-cell
suspensions, and added in precise numbers to low-adherent U-bottom plates using
fluorescence activated cell sorting (Figure 2.3.1). After seeding, plates were mixed
with pipetting and centrifuged at a low speed to encourage cells to fall to the center of
the U-bottom. To distinguish cell types with microscopy, CHO and HEK cells were
engineered with genomically integrated expression of fluorescent proteins tagBFP and
eYFP, respectively, both driven by a constitutive human EF1a promoter.

Using this method to create co-cultured aggregates, we systematically varied the ratio
of HEK and CHO cells and imaged pattern formation after an initial sorting period of
approximately 24 hours. We analyzed ten technical replicates of nine different HEK to
CHO ratios, seeded at 7000 cells in total (Figure 2.3.2). Pattern formation was found
to be consistent across replicates and highly dependent on HEK to CHO ratio, showing
different modes of behavior at ratios around a critical 50% threshold. At high HEK to
CHO ratios, aggregates self-organized into the predicted form, with a compact HEK
spheroid engulfed by non-adherent diffuse CHO cells (Figure 2.3.2, rows 6-9). With
40% or fewer HEK cells, aggregates assembled into a different sort of pattern: instead
of coalescing into a central sphere, the HEK cells grouped into many distinct clusters,
separated by CHO cells (Figure 2.3.2, rows 1-4). Aggregates with intermediate
numbers of HEK and CHO cells (Figure 2.3.2, row 5) had more variable patterning,
with some replicates forming a complete engulfed sphere and others with several
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merging central clusters surrounded by multiple smaller clusters. Videos 1-6 show 3D
Z-stacks of representative aggregates. Although clusters have a Z height greater than
one cell, the aggregates are flattened, and are wider across than in height. Further,
clusters appear to contact the plate and do not lie on top of each other. The central Zslice captures almost all clusters, and we therefore use only this slice and not the whole
Z-stack in further analysis.

To quantify the aggregate’s behavior, we analyzed the central Z-slice microscopy
images with a custom image analysis pipeline that measures cluster number and area.
Figure 2.3.3 shows the number and sizes of each cluster in the images from Figure
2.3.2 combined across replicates and grouped by the HEK:CHO ratio of the aggregate.
Cluster size abruptly transitions at 40-50% HEK from exclusively small (less than 0.03
mm2) to a mixture of large (0.03 mm2 to 0.12 mm2) and small clusters. The images
show that the few small clusters in the >50% HEK wells primarily exist either on the
border of the aggregates or apart from the aggregate itself. The plates are coated with
a cell-resistant coating, and therefore all cells should not be able to stick to the plate
and should fall to the bottom of the U-shaped well due to gravity. The individual clusters
that are not in contact with the rest of the aggregate are therefore likely due to small
imperfections in the cell-resistance coating on the U-bottom plate, and can fall down to
the outside of the aggregate over the course of hours. To exclude these flaws, we
filtered out any cluster that was smaller than 5% of the largest cluster in the aggregate.
It would be ideal to set an absolute size filter to remove small clusters created from
flaws in the plate, but the sizes of these external clusters are comparable to the small
clusters formed through sorting in the 10% and 20% HEK aggregates. Figure 2.3.4
shows the same data without this percent filtering.

Figure 2.3.3 shows the number of clusters in each aggregate, grouped by percent
HEK composition. The number of clusters in an aggregate of a specific HEK:CHO ratio
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was tightly distributed, especially between replicates with more than 50% HEK cells
when a single central cluster forms.

Although incompletely sorted, these aggregates assemble into structures with reliable
and tunable features. The size and number of clusters are consistent and the type of
patterning - whether a single central cluster or many distinct clusters - is dependent on
a precise ratio of highly adhesive to less adhesive cell populations.
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1 Fi gur e 2.3. 1 Setu p of 3D st ructu re f or matio n wo rkflow

Figure 2.3.1: Setup of 3D structure formation workflow. HEK and CHO cells with
genomically integrated expression of fluorescent proteins tagBFP and eYFP,
respectively, were grown in 2D culture, trypsinized to a single cell suspension, and
sorted with fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) into round bottom ultra-low
adherent plates. After sorting, plates were mixed with pipetting and centrifuged at
300rcf to encourage cells to fall to the center of the U-bottom.
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2 Figure 2.3.2 A rati o swe ep of HEK cells an d CHO c ells

Figure 2.3.2: A ratio sweep of HEK cells (yellow) and CHO cells (blue). Aggregates
were seeded at 7000 cells total and imaged after approximately 24 hours. Images show
a confocal 2D central Z-slice of the aggregates. Columns represent technical
replicates.
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3 Figure 2.3.3 Q uantific ation of all cluste rs ac ross replic ates i n Fi gur e 2. 3.2

Figure 2.3.3: Quantification of all clusters across replicates in Figure 2.3.2 with each
point representing the area of a single cluster. The percent HEK label indicates the
percent of HEK cells at t=0 when aggregates were seeded. Clusters less than 5% the
area of the largest cluster in each aggregate are filtered out.
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4 Figure 2.3.4 Cl uste r nu mbe r a nd siz e at diffe rent rati os of highly adh esive to less ad hesive c ells with out relativ e size filteri ng

Figure 2.3.4: Cluster number and size at different ratios of highly adhesive to less
adhesive cells without relative size filtering. Quantification of the size and number of
clusters in Figure 2.3.2, with each point representing the area of a single cluster.
Percent HEK indicates the percent of (highly adhesive) HEK cells at t=0 when
aggregates were seeded. (A,B) No clusters are filtered based on relative size. (C,D)
Clusters with sizes less than 5% of the maximum cluster size in a well are excluded.
Note that C and D are identical to Figure 2.3.3 and copied here for comparative
purposes.
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Video 1: VID_0_perc_HEK.mp4 (https://youtu.be/Q_o4peBPEd0)
Video 2: VID_10_perc_HEK.mp4 (https://youtu.be/xXlloIzbAKA)
Video 3: VID_30_perc_HEK.mp4 (https://youtu.be/pAyVwiReVe4)
Video 4: VID_60_perc_HEK.mp4 (https://youtu.be/e_ld-eJfDHY)
Video 5: VID_90_perc_HEK.mp4 (https://youtu.be/qft-LxRTFJw)
Video 6: VID_100_perc_HEK.mp4 (https://youtu.be/PgWM84i39SU)

Videos 1-6: 3D Z-Stacks of representative aggregates. Aggregates imaged
approximately 24 hours after seeding using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. In total,
7000 CHO and HEK cells were seeded. The file name indicates the approximate
percentage of HEK cells. Z-slices were taken 5µm apart. Z-stacks were converted to
3D renderings by first converting them to point clouds, which were created by turning
each pixel in the image into a 3D point. Using the microscope parameters to get the
physical size and depth of a pixel, the X,Y,Z coordinates of each pixel in the image
were transformed into microns. To remove background fluorescence, a manual color
intensity threshold of 120 was used (with colors being in the range of 0-255). Points
were saved in a PLY file and visualized using CloudCompare62.
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2.4 A particle-based model predicts scaling behavior
To explore how aggregate patterns can be further systematically designed, we
employed a two-dimensional particle-based model of cell sorting, based on a
generalized Vicsek model of interacting self-propelled particles51,63. Although our
experimental system uses 3D cell culture in which cells are not constricted to a
monolayer, we chose to create a 2D model because we found that experimentally the
aggregates are flattened and clusters exist in the same plane even though cells
themselves can pile on top of each other (Videos 1-6), and because it is significantly
more efficient to simulate than a 3D model.

The model describes collective behavior of cells within the aggregate assuming simple
rules for local interactions. In particular, cells are assumed to move with constant
magnitude of velocity, 𝑣" , in a direction given by a polar angle 𝜃$ (Figure 2.4.1a), which
is aligned at all times with the net force acting on the cell, 𝐹$ = ∑()$
64,65).

𝑓$( + 𝑓$

(-./)

(Refs.

Here the pairwise intercellular force 𝑓$( describes the excluded-volume repulsion

at cell-cell distances shorter than the cell diameter 𝜎, mid-range attraction due to cellcell adhesion, and random forces at the cell-cortex level (Figure 2.4.1a, full equation
described in appendix). The adhesion term is associated with three parameters: 𝑈33 ,
𝑈44 , and 𝑈34 , which represent cell-type-dependent adhesion strengths between cells
of the same type (11 and 22) and cells of different types (12). The external force (𝑓$

(-./)

)

describes the effect of gravity (g) and the curved bottom of the underlying surface,
preventing cells from escaping the aggregate (Figure 2.4.1a). In our model, cells move
by 0.05𝜎 during a unit time, set by cell size and velocity as 𝜎/𝑣".
To systematically search for incompletely sorted configurations, we first considered a
two-component cell aggregate of 1000 cells with an initially well-mixed mixture of 20%
type-1 cells and 80% type-2 cells, in which the adhesion between type-1 cells was
assumed the strongest (𝑈33 = 30𝑚𝑔 and 𝑈34 , 𝑈44 < 𝑈33 ). We explored configurations
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at time 𝑡 = 10@ 𝜎/𝑣" after the beginning of sorting, which roughly corresponds to the
time scale at which the configurations at low values of 𝑈34 and 𝑈44 fully segregate. By
measuring the final number of type-1-cell clusters, we were able to identify regions in
the parameter space (𝑈34 , 𝑈44 ) with incomplete sorting, displaying patterns with
multiple clusters (Figure 2.4.1b-f).

To check whether the model captures the transition from the single- to many-cluster
patterns at a critical composition ratio, as found experimentally (Figure 2.3.2), we
varied the ratio at fixed values of adhesion strengths. We measured the final number
of clusters and their mean size and indeed recovered the behavior observed
experimentally with the critical ratio being at about 40% (Figure 2.4.2).

Next, we used the model to predict how the patterns change upon varying both the
composition ratio and the total cell number at seeding. We found that a given
composition ratio had a characteristic mean cluster size that was approximately
constant in any aggregate above a threshold total number of cells (Figure 2.4.3a). The
characteristic cluster size varied according to the ratio, with high-fraction type-1 cell
aggregates sorting into larger clusters than low-fraction type-1 cell aggregates. The
number of clusters followed a similarly consistent rule, remaining at one below a certain
total number of cells threshold, and approximately linearly increased according to
number of cells above that threshold (Figure 2.4.3b).

To investigate this prediction experimentally, we repeated the ratio sweep while
seeding at varying total cell numbers (Figure 2.4.4). As predicted by the model, the
average cluster size at a given ratio is approximately constant after a certain total cell
number threshold. Likewise, for each ratio, there is a linear relationship between the
number of clusters and total number of cells beyond a certain threshold. In effect, we
see that each HEK ratio has its own characteristic maximum cluster size. If there are
too few cells to achieve this cluster size, then one central cluster forms. If there are
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more than enough cells to achieve this size, then multiple clusters can form, and the
number of clusters scales with the total aggregate size. The total aggregate size
threshold at which there are more than one cluster (Figure 2.4.4) corresponds to the
approximate leveling out of cluster sizes. These relations can be to a large extent
explained using dimensional analysis (Appendix Section 1), which further confirms
the robustness of pattern manipulation via easily controllable parameters. It is
important to note that the trends for the mean cluster size between the model and
experiment do not match exactly. In the model, we see a slight decrease in the mean
cluster size with an increasing cell number, whereas in experiments cluster sizes
appear to stabilize. It is hard to say what physical mechanisms considered by our
model contribute to this slight discrepancy. The decrease here is much weaker than
1/N, so in this respect the relation is closer to being independent on N than it is to
having a significant dependency on N. This is in close agreement with the predicted
scaling relations obtained by simple geometric scaling arguments (Appendix Section
1). The geometry itself is therefore likely the main determinant of how cluster size and
number of clusters scale with total cell count. This suggests that we should see similar
overall trends for the two plots regardless the underlying source of fluctuations that
give rise to fluid-like behavior of tissues (e.g., active cell motility, proliferation and
death, or tension fluctuations in the cell cortex).
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5 Figur e 2.4.1: Phenom enologic al model of c ell s orting c aptures structur al behaviors.

Figure 2.4.1: Phenomenological model of cell sorting captures structural behaviors.
(A) Schematic of the model. Cells, represented by disks of two types (yellow and blue
circles), move with velocity 𝑣$ along a direction defined by a polar angle 𝜃$ . Cell-cell
interactions are described by pairwise forces due to steric repulsion, adhesion, and
random noise at the cell-cortex level. Additionally, cells experience an external force
due to an effective 2D gravitational field (red arrow). (B) Heatmap showing number of
clusters in 20:80 mixtures, 𝑡 = 10@ after the beginning of sorting in adhesion strength
parameter space (𝑈34 ,𝑈44 ) at fixed 𝑈33 =30. Each box in the phase diagram represents
a single simulation result. (C-F) Representative simulation snapshots of basic types of
patterns found within the range of parameters explored.
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6 Figur e 2.4.2: Phenomenol ogical m odel of cell sorti ng c aptur es one-to-many cl uster tr ansition.

Figure 2.4.2: Phenomenological model of cell sorting captures one-to-many cluster
transition. Mean cluster size and number of clusters of type-1 cells vs. fraction of type2 cells at 𝑈33 =30, 𝑈34 =1, 𝑈44 =5 derived from the particle based model. Transition from
single- to many-cluster regime occurs at fraction ≈0.4. Data points derived from one
measurement.
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7 Figur e 2.4.3: Adhesiv e s ubpopulation r atio and total c ell num ber precisely contr ol cl uster featur es.

Figure 2.4.3: Adhesive subpopulation ratio and total cell number precisely control
cluster features. Simulated results of the mean cluster size (A) and mean number of
clusters (B) of aggregates at 𝑈33 =30, 𝑈34 =1, 𝑈44 =5 and various cell-type ratios across
different number of cells. Lines represent the average values of 5 simulations at 𝑡 =
10@ and error bars represent the standard deviation between these values.
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8 Figure 2.4.4 Ex perim ental quantific ati on of the cluster siz e and m ean num ber of cl usters of aggr egates wi th vari ous HEK to CH O r atios across di ffer ent total c ell num bers

Figure 2.4.4: Experimental quantification of the cluster size (C) and mean number of
clusters (D) of aggregates with various HEK to CHO ratios across different total cell
numbers. Counted and seeded at t=0 and imaged at 24 hours across three technical
replicates. Clusters less than 5% the area of the largest cluster in an aggregate are
excluded. (C) Violin plots of each cluster across all replicates. Black bars represent the
mean. (D) Mean number of clusters in an aggregate at a given ratio, averaged across
three technical replicates.
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2.5 Incomplete sorting between highly adhesive cells and
less adhesive cells creates long-term stable clusters
We have established that incompletely sorted structures can have precise
engineerable features controllable by cell ratio and total number of cells. To determine
whether these structures are relevant for shape engineering and biological
development, we next sought to determine their persistence after the initial sorting
period. At steady state, it is expected that clusters of highly adhesive, moving cells will
merge with each other to form one single cluster. This prediction comes from the fluid
nature of tissues: by random cell movement, clusters should eventually meet and
merge.

To predict the timescale of cluster merging across different cell ratios, we simulated
cluster formation with the particle-based model and tracked the number and size of
clusters over time. This data shows there is an initial sorting period after which the
number of clusters remains relatively stable, with slow decreases in cluster numbers
thereafter (Figure 2.5.1a). We found that while the aggregates with large percentages
of strongly adhering cells (>60%) reach completely sorted states on experimental time
scales, aggregates with small percentages (<60%) undergo consistent but slow
sorting. Extrapolating the observed kinetics predicts time scale of complete sorting on
the order of years (Figure 2.5.4).

To evaluate this time scale of merging in our experimental system, we tracked structure
formation over the course of many days. Surprisingly, most of the multi-cluster
aggregates were stable after the initial sorting period and retained a consistent number
of clusters for several days, at which point CHO cells began to compact and lose
fluorescence (Figure 2.5.2a). Structure stability was found to vary based on cell type
ratio. For higher HEK to CHO ratios, the number of clusters at the end of the
experiment, 66 hours, was similar to the number of clusters after an initial sorting period
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of 10 hours (Figure 2.5.2b). The number of clusters in aggregates with lower HEK
percentages (10-30%) declined at a steeper and steadier rate, especially as CHO cells
began to compact and lose fluorescence at 45 hours. We observed that after 35 hours,
aggregates of the lower HEK ratios (10-30%) were large enough that clusters
expanded out of the region of view. Figure 2.5.1b shows clusters up to this time point,
and the full 65 hour time course is shown in Figure 2.5.2b.

One potential explanation of stability could be that clusters, although motile, simply
diffuse too slowly to merge in a reasonable time frame. Glazier and Graner51 simulated
some partial sorted aggregates that were stable over long term, and found that strong
surface energy between two cell types can block the diffusion of small clusters, which
prevented cluster merging over a long timescale after an initial sorting period. To
evaluate the speed of cluster diffusion in our system, we tracked the position and
velocity of each cluster in incompletely sorted aggregates over time and measured
their mean squared displacement (MSD). Figure 2.5.3 shows the average of these
displacement values over time for each cluster across five replicate aggregates. The
timescale for cluster merging was estimated by first measuring the average smallest
distance to the nearest cluster (Figure 2.5.1c), and the effective diffusion coefficient,
Deff, (Figure 2.5.1d, from the slopes of 2.5.3). The ratio of Dmin2 to Deff (Figure 2.5.1e)
represents the expected time scale on which a cluster could cover the distance to its
nearest neighbor and come into contact and merge, based on their diffusion speed.
Aggregates with 10%, 20%, and 30% HEK cells had an expected merging time of 510 hours, and aggregates with 40% and 50% were higher, between 15 hours and 40.
This is consistent with the cluster tracking in Figure 2.5.1b and 2.5.2b, which shows
slow decreases in the number of clusters in 10%, 20%, and 30% HEK aggregates and
approximately constant numbers of clusters of 40% and 50% HEK aggregates over
the time course. The stability of the incompletely sorted aggregates could therefore be
explained by the slow speed of cluster diffusion relative to the distance between
clusters.
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Together, these results demonstrate that on the time scale of days, the sorting
dynamics that follow the initial sorting period are slow or non-existent. This property
gives rise to structures that are stable over the course of biologically relevant time
scales, and can therefore be relevant for establishing structure during development
and in synthetic shape engineering.
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9 Figur e 2.5.1: Incom plete sorti ng of highly adhesiv e c ells and l ess adhesiv e c ells creates l ong-term stable clus ters

Figure 2.5.1: Incomplete sorting of highly adhesive cells and less adhesive cells
creates long-term stable clusters. (A) A particle-based model simulation of cluster
formation over time with parameters 𝑈33 =30, 𝑈34 =1, 𝑈44 =5. Lines represent the mean
number of clusters at various highly adhesive to less adhesive cell population ratios,
averaged over 5 simulations. The shaded region indicates the standard deviation
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between these simulations. The x axis represents the number of hours in the
simulation, scaled to time steps by a factor of 28,571-1 and starting at time step 5x105.
This scaling was determined by calibrating by eye the time axis in panel A with that in
panel B. (B) Image analysis of experimental data of cluster formation over 35 hours.
Lines represent the average over 5 replicates of the specified HEK:CHO ratio, with the
shaded region representing the standard deviations between replicates. Clusters less
than 5% of the maximum cluster in an aggregate are excluded. (C) The average
distance, Dmin, between a cluster and its nearest neighbor at different ratios of strongly
to weakly adhesive cells. (D) The effective diffusion coefficient Deff of clusters across
three time ranges. (E) The time predicted for a cluster to cover the average distance
between itself and its nearest cluster neighbor, calculated as the ratio of Dmin2 to Deff.
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10 F igur e 2.5.2: Incom plete sor ting between hi ghly adhesive cells and les s adhesive cells ov er the c ours e of 65 hours

Figure 2.5.2: Incomplete sorting between highly adhesive cells and less adhesive cells
over the course of 65 hours. Aggregates of 8000 cells were seeded and imaged every
20 minutes over the course of 66 hours. (A) Representative images of a time course
of aggregates across three HEK:CHO ratios. (B) Image analysis of experimental data
of cluster formation over 66 hours. Solid lines represent the average over 5 replicates
of the specified HEK:CHO ratio, and shaded regions representing the plus/minus one
standard deviation over replicates.
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11 F igur e 2.5.3: Clus ters diffus e thr ough aggregates with rel ativ ely c onsistent s peeds.

Figure 2.5.3: Clusters diffuse through aggregates with relatively consistent speeds.
The mean squared displacement (MSD) of clusters over time of the same experimental
data as presented in Figure 2.5.1. The three 10-hour time ranges (15-25 hours, 20-30
hours, and 25-35 hours) were chosen as they represent aggregates after the initial
period of sorting and before cells began to lose fluorescence. Displacement was
determined by identifying clusters that existed at the end time point and were present
consistently over the course of the previous 10 hours without merging. The same
cluster filtering thresholds were used as in Figure 2.5.1. For each considered time
point, the distance was calculated between the cluster and its initial position at the start
of the 10 hours. The clusters were combined across five replicates and the number of
clusters that were tracked is indicated by the ‘n’ value in the top left corner. Blue lines
represent linear best fit lines, and the slope, which is equivalent to the effective
diffusion coefficient, is indicated by the ‘m’ value in the top left corner.
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12 Figure 2 .5.4 Ex ponential fitti ng of the mean num ber of clus ters at incom pletely sorted highly-adhesiv e to l ess- adhesive c ell popul ation r ati os

Figure 2.5.4: Exponential fitting of the mean number of clusters at incompletely sorted
highly-adhesive to less-adhesive cell population ratios. Top panels show results from
simulation, and bottom panels show experimental results. The dashed lines show
power-law curves fit from the time interval after initial sorting (starting 5 hours). Text in
top right corner indicates the estimated hours required for the fit line to reach 1,
representing a single completely sorted cluster.
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2.6 Discussion
We have shown that incomplete cell sorting can result in an array of different,
engineerable structures with dynamic properties that are relevant on experimental and
developmental time scales. We demonstrated both experimentally and computationally
that the features of these structures can be precisely manipulated by tuning the ratio
and total number of cells in the aggregate, and remain mostly stable for several days.
This represents a step towards mapping the design space of stable self-assembling
structures in developmental biology and in synthetic living structures. Although the
stability of the structures on longer time scales is not certain, their persistence over the
course of days demonstrates that other mechanisms could be used during such times
to solidify transient patterned states so that they would become trapped and could no
longer change their architecture. In particular, one could at the right time and amplitude
increase cell-cell adhesion strength for both cell populations, decrease cell motility, or
increase cortical contractility after the initial pattern formation.

Further work is needed to access the full space of structures and features that can be
made with cell sorting-based self-organization. Local spatial control of cell sorting, for
example using optogenetics, would allow for more controllable heterogeneity in
structures with specifically targeted regions of cell-cell adhesion. Additionally,
controlling other features in addition to cell-cell adhesion, including tensile forces and
surface tension, which influence sorting in vivo66, would also allow for control over
sorted structures. Finer temporal control of cell sorting could allow for multi-step
assembly where one feature builds on another, for example by establishing multiple
adhesive layers of cells, potentially using synthetic adhesion toolboxes like those
developed in the recent work of Glass and Riedel-Kruse50. Ultimately, with multiple cell
types and spatiotemporally controlled self-assembly, it would be possible to recreate
and control the robustness and complexity of cell-sorting-influenced biological
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patterns, like the patterning of zebrafish stripes67 or generation of regular hair
follicles68.

As we demonstrated, the protocols for the design of synthetic tissues can successfully
be informed by computational simulations, which often provide simple and robust rules
for the control of relevant parameters. It is therefore expected that these protocols will
continue to be complemented by computational models, which will need to be improved
by including more realistic and detailed descriptions of cell-cell interactions. This could
be done by employing models that describe tissues at the level of individual-cell
shapes, e.g., the vertex model69,70. In particular, using such an approach would
address the role of cell-scale activity that could give rise to a variety of cell behaviors,
e.g., cell motility, cell proliferation and death, and active cell-shape changes. These
phenomena are known to influence overall tissue fluidity71,72,73,74 and could therefore
be used as additional mechanisms contributing to the guided design of shapes.
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2.7 Supplemental Information: Geometry scaling
We use simple scaling arguments in a two-dimensional plane to explore how the total
number of cells 𝑁, the interaction range 𝜌" , and the fraction of strongly adhering cells
𝜂 = 𝑛/𝑁, where 𝑛 is the number of strongly adhering cells, affect the pattern of the
aggregate. Taking cell diameter as the unit of length, four scaling relations follow
directly from geometry: (i) single cell area 𝑎~1, (ii) total area of the aggregate 𝐴~𝑁,
(iii) linear dimension of the aggregate 𝐿~𝑁 3/4 , and (iv) typical distance between a pair
of strongly-adhering cells 𝑑~𝐿𝑛J3/4 ~𝜂 J3/4 .

Assume cells form a single cluster if the typical distance between a pair of stronglyadhering cells 𝑑 ≲ 𝜌" , which gives a scaling estimate for the critical ration of cell types
𝜂L ~𝜌" J4 . Next, we look into the scaling of the number of clusters 𝑁L and the typical
cluster size 𝑎L . In a dilute regime, in which 𝜂𝑁 strongly-adhering cells are initially
uniformly distributed across the aggregate, on average 𝑎L of them are contained within
an adhesion range 𝜌" . These cells form a single cluster of size 𝑎L . We can write
𝜌" 4 /𝐿4 ~𝑎L /(𝜂𝑁), and find that the typical cluster size is independent of 𝑁, but scales
linearly with 𝜂:
𝑎L ~𝜌" 4 𝜂.
In turn, the number of clusters 𝑁L ~𝜂𝑁/𝑎L and therefore
𝑁L ~𝜌" 4 𝑁.

2.8 Supplemental Information: Cell Lines and Culturing
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CHO (sex: female) and HEK (sex: female) cells referred to in this work are CHO K1
and HEK293FT genomically integrated with expression of eYFP and a Bxb1 integration
site at the AAVS1 locus and Rosa B1 locus, respectively, obtained from Duportet et
al75. Cells were cultured at 37˚C and 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Media
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% non-essential amino acids. To
make them fluoresce blue, Bxb1 CHO cells were co-transfected with 300ng of a
pHef1a-tagBFP plasmid with a Bxb1 recognition site and puromycin resistance gene
and 300ng of Bxb1 expression vector. Puromycin was added 3 days after transfection
and puro selection continued for approximately two weeks, during which media was
changed and cells were passaged as needed.

2.9 Supplemental Information: Self-propelled particle model
details
Our model is a two dimensional model based on the Vicsek model of self-propelled
disk-like particles23. Within this description, the collective cellular behavior is described
by simple rules of local interaction between neighboring cells. In particular, cells are
assumed to move with velocity

𝑣$ = 𝑣" (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃$ ,𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃$ ), where 𝑣" is the constant

magnitude of velocity, and 𝜃$ is the polar angle defining the direction of motion.
Following previously proposed extensions of the original Vicsek model, we assume
that the direction of motion of cell i, 𝜃$ , instantaneously aligns with the net force 𝐹$
acting on the cell12,13,24 such that 𝜃$ (𝑡) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 [𝐹$ (𝑡)]. Positions of cells 𝑟$ are then
updated as
𝑟$ (𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑟$ (𝑡) + 𝑣$ (𝑡)∆𝑡,
where with no loss of generality, we set ∆𝑡 = 1. Per time step, cells are allowed to
move only by a small fraction of their size, which constrains the magnitude of velocity
𝑣" ; here 𝑣" = 0.05.
Cells, modeled as disks with unit diameter and experience the overall force
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𝐹$ = V

𝑓$( + 𝑓$

(-./)

,

()$

where 𝑓$( is the pairwise intercellular force between cells i and j, whereas 𝑓$

(-./)

is the

external force that captures combined effects of the gravity and curvature of the
underlying surface. The force 𝑓$( depends on the intercellular pairwise distance W𝑟$( W,
where 𝑟$( = 𝑟( − 𝑟$ , whereas 𝑓$

(-./)

depends only on the position of the cell in question

(i). All forces are measured in units of mg, where m and g are the cell mass and the
gravitational acceleration, respectively.
At cell-cell distances shorter than the cell diameter (W𝑟$( W < 1), 𝑓$( describes short-range
hard-core repulsion due to excluded volume. In particular, 𝑓$( = −𝑈YL 𝑟$( /W𝑟$( W, where
𝑈YL = 10Z . Next, mid-range attraction due to cell-cell adhesion is described by celltype-dependent adhesion strength 𝑈$( ∈ {𝑈33 , 𝑈44 , 𝑈34 }, such that within the adhesion
range (1 < W𝑟$( W < 𝑟" ),
`
𝑓$( = 𝑈$( ^W𝑟$( W − 𝑟- _ W`abW + 𝛼𝜉e$( ,
ab

where 𝑟" = 1.6 and 𝑟- = 1.01 are the adhesion range and the equilibrium intercellular
distance, respectively. The random pairwise force 𝛼𝜉e$( acts due to noise at the cell
cortex level; here 𝜉e$( is a random unit vector and 𝛼 is the magnitude of the noise.
Pairwise forces obey Newton's III law of motion and therefore 𝜉e$( = −𝜉e$( .

A static two-dimensional force field 𝑓$

(-./)

drives cells towards the center of the

simulation domain, mimicking the experimentally observed persistent cellular
movements toward the bottom of the plate. In particular, 𝑓$

(-./)

= −𝑟̂$ ℎi /[1 + (ℎi )4 ],

where ℎ(r) is the height profile of the plate, 𝑟̂$ = 𝑟$ /|𝑟$ | and ℎ′ = 𝑑ℎ/𝑑𝑟. In our model,
the profile is approximated by a hemispherical well with the radius 𝑅 = 325 such that
𝑓$

(-./)

= −(𝑟$ /𝑅)n1 − (|𝑟$ |/𝑅)4 . The model was implemented in C++. Typical

simulations ran for about half a day in real time.
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Parameter

Value

Units

instantaneous

0.05

𝜎/∆𝑡

104

mg

1.6

𝜎

1.01

𝜎

325

𝜎

10

mg

cell velocity 𝑣"
strength of
hard-core
repulsion 𝑈YL
adhesion
range 𝑟"
equilibrium
cell-cell
distance
radius of the
plate
magnitude of
the noise
Table 1: Values of model (fixed) parameters used in simulations. These values were
determined by varying them manually so as to minimize the mismatch with the
experimental results.

2.10 Supplemental Information: Structure formation assays
To make 3D aggregates, adherent cells growing in tissue-culture-treated 10cm dishes
were trypsinized with 2.5 mL trypsin for 5 minutes. Cells were sorted into ultra-low
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attachment 96-well plates with a BD FACSAria II flow cytometer at the Swanson
Biotechnology Center Flow Cytometry Core Facility at MIT. Cells were gated on for
positive eYFP or tagBFP expression. Immediately after FACS sorting, cells were mixed
with gentle pipetting and spun with a centrifuge at 300rcf for 4 minutes. All cells were
grown and assayed in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% non-essential
amino acids, with 200uL media per well.

2.11 Supplemental Information: Microscopy and Image
Analysis
Aggregates were imaged with a Leica TCS SP5 II Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscope in an incubation chamber at 37˚C at 5% CO2. Each image represents one
Z slice through the approximate center of the aggregate, as measured by where the
edges of clusters were most crisply in focus. For the time lapse experiment, images
were taken every 20 minutes over the course of 66 hours. At approximately hour 13,
microscopy was stopped for 68 minutes to refocus on each well and restarted
immediately. The image processing program FIJI was used to adjust image brightness
and merge fluorescent channels. In order to quantify the cell clusters, we developed
an image processing pipeline, described in76, which leverages FIJI77, a distribution of
ImageJ78. The pipeline is built around the Particle Analyzer79 plugin for FIJI which is
able to perform connected components on a binary image, grouping adjacent pixels
into a single cluster. These clusters are filtered based on size, excluding anything
smaller than 350 um2. This was chosen as a threshold because it is much smaller than
the area of a single cell and excluded small pixel-level noise. In order to create the
binary mask that is input into the Particle Analyzer Plugin, the fluorescent images are
thresholded. The thresholds are computed on the pixel intensity values for image
channel corresponding to the fluorescent channel (i.e. for blue fluorescent images, only
the blue intensity channel is used, for yellow the intensity channel is created by
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averaging the red and green intensity channels). In order to make this analysis easily
repeatable, a processing script was created in Jython. This script allows the user to
specify various configuration parameters, and is able to read Leica metadata to help
setup the experiment. The cluster detection method was also developed into a custom
TrackMate detector plugin to track the clusters over time to allow for diffusion analysis

2.12 Supplemental Information: Diffusion-based estimation
of merging time scale
The effective diffusion coefficient of the clusters was calculated by finding the slope of
the best fit line of the mean squared displacement across a sweep of cell ratios. To
estimate the average distance a cluster would need to cover before hitting another
cluster, we iterated through every pair of clusters in an aggregate and calculated their
edge distance, as measured by the distance between their XY centers minus the
lengths of their radii. We identified the smallest edge distance for each cluster and
averaged it with all clusters of a given cell type ratio across 5 technical replicates.

2.13 Supplemental Information: Data and code availability
The software generated during this study is available at our github repository,
https://github.com/TASBE/TASBEImageAnalytics.
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Chapter 3: Design rules to create a
diverse range of self-assembling 3D
shapes

3.1 Summary of Chapter 3: Design rules to create a diverse
range of self-assembling 3D shapes
Here, we investigate the range of multicellular forms that can be generated with
cadherin-driven cell sorting and establish design rules that determine their structures.
To accomplish this, we construct CHO cell lines that express different types of
cadherins either constitutively or with small molecule control. By varying four
parameters of the multicellular aggregates - size, cell population ratio, cadherin type,
and adhesion timing - we generate a diverse set of shapes and uncover several design
principles that govern the structural behavior of sorted aggregates. We demonstrate
that tuning these parameters allows for selection between distinct classes of selfassembling structures, including semi-regular polka dots, a sphere engulfed by an
outer shell, and radial protrusions from a spheroid core. Differences in cadherin
expression alone can drive the creation of a polka dot pattern, and polka dot size and
number can be controlled by small molecule concentration and timing in cell lines with
inducible cadherin expression. We further show that cadherin induction timing can
determine whether an aggregate forms maze-like intertwined structure or a central
sphere with protrusions. Together, our results allow us to interpret the behavior and
limits of self assembling structures in developmental biology, and provide guidance to
the emerging field of shape engineering with synthetic biology.
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3.2 Introduction and Goal
In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that mixing two cell types with different adhesive
properties – CHO cells and HEK cells – can result in an engulfed sphere or
incompletely sorted polka dot structures that follow quantitative rules. In this chapter,
we investigate how to achieve an even broader set of self-assembling structures by
modulating other factors, including controlling the sorting behavior of cells with genetic
circuits. To control the adhesive properties of cells, we chose to transgenically express
a set of molecules that have long been known to drive cell sorting in animal
development: cadherins. Cadherins are a superfamily of cell-cell adhesion molecules
that are essential to the establishment of morphology. Differential expression of
cadherins has been shown to drive physical segregation of cell populations in a variety
of cell types in both 2D and 3D synthetic cell populations5,6,7. Synthetic cadherin-based
segregation is known to result in several different modes of cell population patterning,
including an inner sphere with an outer shell41, segmented separate populations42, and
maze-like intertwined populations40. All of these patterns are self-organizing and form
autonomously over the course of hours when cell populations are well mixed in 3D cell
culture. The factors that determine the different modes of patterning in previous
synthetic cadherin systems have not been thoroughly studied, and a comprehensive
understanding of cadherin patterning behavior could allow for a broad range of spatial
control.

In this chapter, our goal is to develop cell lines with controllable adhesion and establish
the design principles that determine the resulting sorted structures. By varying the type
of cadherin, timing of gene expression, small-molecule induction, ratio of populations,
and total aggregate size, we generate a set of rules for creating structures with different
features.
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3.3 Constitutive cadherin expression drives compaction of
CHO cells in 3D cell culture
In order to control the adhesiveness of a cell population, we first developed a CHO cell
line with constitutive expression of E-cadherin, a cell-cell adhesion molecule that
influences signaling, and cancer suppression in epithelia80. CHO cells have negligible
native expression of cadherins60 and only loosely aggregate in 3D cell culture (Figure
3.3.1a). Using the landing pad CHO cell line, we integrated a single copy of a DNA
cassette with two transcriptional units: one with a pHef1a constitutive promoter driving
expression of the coding sequencing of mouse E-cadherin, and another with a pHef1a
constitutive promoter driving expression of a fluorescent protein for imaging – either
mKate, which fluoresces red, or tagBFP, which fluoresces blue.

To determine whether CHO cells with transgenic cadherin expression would aggregate
more tightly than wild type CHO cells, we created aggregates in 3D cell culture with
the cadherin-expressing CHO cell lines. We mixed two cell lines with the same
cadherin state – CHO cells expressing E-cadherin and mKate and CHO cells
expressing E-cadherin and tagBFP – in different ratios in 3D cell culture using ultralowadherent 96-well plates. Figure 3.3.2 shows images of the aggregates after 3 days.
We expected that E-cadherin expression would drive cell-cell adhesion and
aggregates would become more tightly packed spheroids, like self-adhesive HEK cells
do (Figure 3.3.1b), compared to wild type CHO cells, which form loose aggregates
with distinguishable single cells (Figure 3.3.1a). Cadherin-expressing aggregates do
appear to be rounded spheroids that are more compact than wild type CHO cells,
although the borders of the CHO-E-cadherin spheroids do not appear to be as tightly
spherical as HEK aggregates (Figure 3.3.1), and have rougher, more irregular
borders.
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All aggregates showed no visible segregation between red and blue cell types and
appear to be a consistent mix between cell according to ratio. This behavior is expected
because both cell types express the same cadherin with the same promoter and differ
only by fluorescent protein expression. Together, this shows that transgenic cadherin
expressed in CHO cells can drive cell-cell adhesion and resulting aggregate
compaction. Further, these two cell lines were engineered separately, but stay well
mixed and do not sort with each other because they express the same cadherin under
the same promoter.
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13 Figure 3.3. 1: W ild type CH O cells form loos ely-packed aggrega tes and H EK cells form tigh t s pheroids .

Figure 3.3.1: Wild type CHO cells form loosely-packed aggregates and HEK cells form
tight spheroids. HEK and CHO cells were grown in adherent 2D cell culture,
trypsinized, and added to ultralow adherent U-bottom 96-well plates. Both aggregates
were seeded at 10,000 total cells and imaged approximately 24 hours after
trypsinization. Scale bar in bottom right hand corner represents 500um.
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14 Figure 3.3. 2: Cells with cons titu tive E-cadherin com pact into s phe roids .

Figure 3.3.2: Cells with constitutive E-cadherin compact into spheroids. Red
represents CHO cells expressing E-cadherin and mKate and blue represents CHO
cells expressing E-cadherin and tagBFP. 5000 cells in total were seeded in each
aggregate. Wells were imaged with an EVOS digital inverted fluorescent microscope
3 days after trypsinization. Scale bars represent 400um.
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3.4 Design challenge: create polka dot patterns using one
cell type
We next wanted to investigate whether we could recreate the multi-cluster polka dot
structures, discussed in Chapter 2, using only CHO cells with or without cadherin
expression. This would be a valuable step towards the goal of programmable shape
creation, as cadherins can be conditionally expressed in a genetic circuit. Although
CHO and HEK cells in coculture make precise and replicable patterns, they are
separate cell types derived from different species. Their identity is hard-coded: a single
progenitor cell could not divide into a CHO and HEK cell, and a cell cannot switch
between HEK and CHO identities. If the same patterns can be recapitulated with one
cell type alone (e.g. CHO cells with and without cadherin expression), this could be
used for autonomous shape formation, as discussed in Chapter 4, and would represent
a better basis for further structure engineering.

To this end, we hypothesized that mixing E-cadherin-expressing CHO cells with wildtype CHO cells would result in structures similar to those made by mixing HEK and
CHO cells (Figure 2.2.2), as we have shown that E-cadherin CHO cells form spheroids
similar to HEK cells in 3D cell culture. To evaluate this, we set up a ratio sweep of CHO
cells expressing constitutive E-cadherin and wild type CHO cells. Figure 3.4.1 shows
three replicates of aggregates in this ratio sweep two days after trypsinization and
mixing. Like the HEK/CHO mixes, we found that the adhesive cells, in this case Ecadherin-expressing CHO cells, formed many semi-regular clusters in aggregates with
lower percentages of adhesive cells. In aggregates with higher percentages of Ecadherin CHO cells, one central cluster forms. At more equal percentages, aggregates
are more difficult to distinguish: instead of the almost complete separation of cells by
color seen with HEK and CHO cells (Figure 2.2.2), the 10%/20%/30% WT CHO
aggregates have a central cluster of adhesive E-cadherin CHO cells with the nonadhesive wild type CHO remaining on top or enmeshed in the center of the aggregate.
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In the images in Figure 3.4.1, these cells look gray instead of yellow. This is due to
differences in focusing depth, as the yellow cells lay above the red spheroid. In 3D
stacks, the central gray portion of these aggregates are illuminated yellow by changing
the Z focus (data not shown). Although there is clearly cell sorting between cell types,
it is more difficult to distinguish the number of clusters than in the CHO/HEK ratio
sweeps.

To examine the impact of total aggregate size on pattern formation, we repeated the
experiment with fewer total cells – 2,000 instead of 10,000. These results are shown
in Figure 3.4.2. Again, we saw similar trends where aggregates with low percentages
of adhesive cells had multiple small clusters, and aggregates with higher ratios had a
single large cluster. As aggregates were smaller than in Figure 3.4.1, there was less
of a difference in Z-height, so it was possible to image the fluorescence of all cells in a
single Z slice. In aggregates with higher percentages of adhesive cells, it was evident
that the wild type CHO cells tended to cluster on one specific side of the central Ecadherin CHO cluster. This is distinct from the CHO/HEK behavior, in which wild type
CHO cells coated HEK spheres in a relatively consistent outer shell layer (Figure
2.2.2).

Another difference between aggregates with HEK cells and E-cadherin expressing
CHO cells is that, in both the smaller and larger aggregates with multiple E-cadherin
CHO clusters, the E-cadherin CHO clusters tended to exist at the peripheral of the
aggregate (Figure 3.4.2). This is distinct from the CHO/HEK ratio sweep, in which
clusters form uniformly throughout the aggregate, and rarely appeared along the edges
of an aggregate (Figure 2.2.2). In the E-cadherin CHO wells, some clusters do exist
inside the aggregate, but it is difficult to image through the layer of wild type CHO cells.

Altogether, this behavior suggests that CHO cells expressing E-cadherin can indeed
cluster with each other to make polka dots like HEK cells, but do not become uniformly
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coated with wild type CHO or show the same clear sorting as HEK cells. One potential
explanation for this is that wild type CHO cells are slightly adherent to HEK cells, and
slightly repulsive to E-cadherin-expressing CHO cells. Instead of aligning to coat the
boundaries of the HEK spheroids, they cluster to the side or get trapped above the Ecadherin spheroid. Regardless of these differences with the CHO/HEK patterns we
analyzed in Chapter 2, we have demonstrated that CHO cells alone are capable of
creating a polka dot pattern based on differences in cadherin expression alone.

In order to expand our toolkit of cell types and establish whether expressing a different
cadherin would lead to similar patterning behavior, we created CHO cell lines with
constitutive K-cadherin expression. K-cadherin is a type II cadherin found primarily in
developing kidney tissue and shares only 35% amino acid sequence similarity with Ecadherin81. Similar to the E-cadherin cell lines, we constructed the K-cadherin cell line
using the Bxb1 landing pad CHO cell line. We integrated a single copy of a cassette
with two transcriptional units: one with a pHef1a constitutive promoter driving
expression of the coding sequencing of mouse K-cadherin, and one with a pHef1a
constitutive promoter driving expression of mKate, a red fluorescent protein.

We found that, when mixed with wild type CHO cells, K-cadherin-expressing CHO cell
lines had similar behavior to E-cadherin expressing CHO cell lines (Figure 3.4.3). At
lower ratios, they formed multiple cluster that tended to exist on the outer edge of the
aggregate, while at higher ratios they formed a single cluster with the wild type CHO
cells clustered on one side. This demonstrates that CHO cells expressing K-cadherin
interact with wild type CHO cells in similar ways as CHO cells expressing E-cadherin.
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15 Figure 3.4. 1: Ratio s weep of l arge agg rega tes of wild type CH O and CH O with cons titutive expres s ion of E -cadherin

Figure 3.4.1: Ratio sweep of large aggregates of wild type CHO cells and CHO cells
with constitutive expression of E-cadherin. Aggregates were seeded at 10,000 cells in
total and imaged after approximately 48 hours. Red cells are CHO with constitutive
expression of E-cadherin, and yellow cells are wild type CHO cells. Scale bars
represent 500µm.
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16 Figure 3.4. 2: Ratio s weep of s mall a ggrega tes of wild type CH O and CH O with cons titu tive expres s ion of E-cadheri n

Figure 3.4.2: Ratio sweep of small aggregates of wild type CHO and CHO with
constitutive expression of E-cadherin. Aggregates were seeded at 2,000 cells in total
and imaged after approximately 48 hours. Red cells are CHO with constitutive
expression of E-cadherin, and yellow cells are wild type CHO cells. Scale bars
represent 500µm.
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17 Figure 3.4. 3: Bot h CH O cells expres s ing cons titutive E-Cadherin and cons ti tutive K- Cadheri n for m polka dots with wild type CH O cells

Figure 3.4.3: Both CHO cells expressing constitutive E-Cadherin and constitutive KCadherin form polka dots with wild type CHO cells. 2,000 cells in total were seeded
after trypsinization, with ratios as indicated. Yellow cells in all images represent wild
type CHO cells. In the top row, red cells represent CHO cells expressing constitutive
CDH1, or E-cadherin. In the bottom row, red cells represent CHO cells expressing
constitutive CDH6, or K-cadherin. Aggregates were imaged after approximately 24
hours. Scale bars indicate 100µm.
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3.5 Design challenge: control polka dot size and number at
a fixed cell ratio
We have shown that mixing wild type CHO cells with adhesive cells – whether HEK,
E-cadherin CHO, or K-cadherin CHO – can result in polka dot structures with cluster
size and number controlled by cell type ratio. We next sought to establish whether
direct adhesion control, specifically modulating cadherin expression, would influence
cluster size and number at a given cell type ratio. To do this, we built CHO cell lines
with doxycycline-controlled cadherin expression. Similar to the E- and K-cadherin cell
lines, we constructed the doxycyline inducible cell line using the Bxb1 landing pad CHO
cell line. We integrated a single copy of a cassette with three transcriptional units: the
first with a TRE-Tight (TRET) promoter driving expression of the coding sequencing of
mouse E-cadherin with a self-cleaving p2A peptide connected to mKate fluorescent
protein, the second with pHef1a constitutive promoter driving expression of rtTa, and
the third with a pHef1a constitutive promoter driving expression of tagBFP, a blue
fluorescent protein for imaging. In the presence of the small molecule doxycycline, rTta
undergoes a conformational change and can act as a transcriptional activator. It then
activates transcription of its target promoter TRET and thereby drives expression of
the downstream genes, E-cadherin and mKate.

Figure 3.5.1 shows aggregates of these doxycycline-inducible E-cadherin CHO cells
seeded at different levels of doxycycline and imaged 42 hours after trypsinization. Cells
were initially grown with plain media in 2D cell culture, and exposed to the appropriate
level of doxycycline when added to the ultralow adherent U-bottom wells for 3D
structure formation after trypsinization. Without doxycycline, cells formed loose noncompacted aggregates similar to wild type CHO cells (Figure 3.5.1a, top left) with
individual cells distinguishable. With low levels of dox (0.2 µg/mL and 0.4µg/mL, Figure
3.5.1a, top right), some regions of the aggregate show clustering and are connected
by non-compacted cells. Aggregates with higher doxycycline levels formed one
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complete cluster, with higher levels of doxycycline corresponding to more compact
spheroids and smoother borders (Figure 3.5.1a, bottom row).

Increasing doxycycline does impact the clustering behavior of the aggregates, but it is
not clear if different doxycycline concentrations affect the average adhesion strength
of cells or the distribution of cells in the ‘ON’ state. To address this, Figure 3.5.1b
shows mKate fluorescence expression of the aggregates in Figure 3.5.1a. In the
integrated circuit, the dox-dependent E-cadherin transcription unit has a 2A selfcleaving peptide linker connected to mKate coding sequence, so mKate proteins
should be expressed in a 1:1 ratio with E-cadherin proteins. At intermediate
doxycycline levels, regions of higher mKate expression (Figure 3.5.1b) overlap
clustered areas of the aggregate, and the connecting non-clustering cells appear more
fluorescent. The intensity of mKate expression in the clusters appears to be
approximately as strong as in the single compact cluster in aggregates with higher
doxycycline (Figure 3.5.1b, bottom row). This suggests that doxycycline induction
increases the percentage of cells expressing E-cadherin and mKate, and therefore that
intermediate doxycycline concentrations form multiple clusters similar to the way
mixtures of constitutive E-cadherin expressing CHO cells and wild type CHO cells do.

We next tested whether doxycycline strength could control polka dot size in mixtures
of doxycycline-inducible cadherin CHO cells and wild type CHO cells. Figure 3.5.2a
shows aggregates at a fixed ratio of wild type CHO to inducible E-cadherin CHO
(60:40) at different doxycycline concentrations. Lower levels of doxycycline
corresponded to more numerous, smaller clusters, and higher levels of doxycycline
corresponded to fewer, larger clusters. Figure 3.5.2b and Figure 3.5.2c shows a ratio
sweep of wild type CHO to inducible E-cadherin CHO cells across different doxycycline
concentrations. In ratios that formed multiple clusters, higher levels of doxycycline
tended to increase the average cluster size and decrease the cluster number.
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In aggregates with doxycycline-controlled cadherin CHO cells and HEK cells, we found
that a new type of structure formed: a sphere of HEK cells surrounded by protrusions
of the E-cadherin inducible CHO cells. Figure 3.5.3 shows aggregates at a fixed
concentration of HEK cells to inducible E-cadherin CHO cells (60:40) at different
doxycycline concentrations. The size and number of the protrusions varied based on
the dox concentration, and aggregates exposed to higher concentrations of dox had
fewer, larger protrusions.

Overall, these behaviors demonstrate that, even at a fixed ratio of cell types,
doxycycline concentration can indeed control the features of sorted aggregates with
inducible cadherin expression.
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18 Figure 3.5. 1: Levels of doxycycline in inducible CH O celllines controls levels of compaction

Figure 3.5.1: Doxycycline in inducible CHO cell lines controls levels of compaction.
Cells with TRET-Cdh1-2A-mKate 42 hours post trypsinization. (A) All cells
constitutively express tagBFP, shown here in magenta with brightfield background. (B)
Red indicates mKate expression. Cells were initially grown with plain media in 2D cell
culture, and exposed to the appropriate level of doxycycline when added to the ultralow
adherent U-bottom wells for 3D structure formation after trypsinization. Scale bar 250
µm.
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19 Figure 3.5. 2: Doxycycline concentra tion cont rols s iz e and number of polka d ots in inducible E-cadhe rin CH O cells

Figure 3.5.2: Doxycycline concentration controls size and number of polka dots in
inducible E-cadherin CHO cells. (A) 5,000 cells in total with 60% wild type CHO cells
(in blue) and 40% E-cadherin inducible CHO cells (in magenta) imaged after 42 hours.
Cells were initially grown with plain media in 2D cell culture, and exposed to the
appropriate level of doxycycline when added to the ultralow adherent U-bottom wells
for 3D structure formation after trypsinization. Scale bar represents 250 µm.
Quantification of the number of clusters (B) and average area of clusters (C) across
different percentages of inducible E-cadherin CHO cells and wild type CHO cells.
Doxycycline concentrations are in units of µg/mL.
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20 Figure 3.5. 3: Doxycycline concentra tion cont rols prot rus ion s iz e and number in in ducible E-cadherin CH O cells

Figure 3.5.3: Doxycycline concentration controls protrusion size and number in
inducible E-cadherin CHO cells. Aggregates were seeded at 5,000 cells in total with
60% HEK cells (in red) and 40% E-cadherin inducible CHO cells (in yellow green)
imaged after 42 hours. Cells were initially grown with plain media in 2D cell culture,
and exposed to the appropriate level of doxycycline when added to the ultralow
adherent U-bottom wells for 3D structure formation after trypsinization. Scale bar
represents 250 µm.
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3.6 Cells expressing different cadherins can generate
distinct compartments or protrusions, controlled in number
and complexity by aggregate size and population ratio.
We next explored the structures that can form in aggregates with two highly adhesive
cell types. We mixed E-cadherin- and K-cadherin-expressing CHO cells together at
different ratios and seeding sizes, and allowed them to sort over the course of 24 hours
(Figure 3.6.1). When seeded at lower cell numbers (Figure 3.6.1a,b), two spheroids
of E- of K-cadherin expressing cells tended to form, representing complete sorting
between the cell populations. In the smallest aggregates (Figure 3.6.1a), complete
sorting occurred consistently at every ratio, in 54/54 (100%) of the wells. In aggregates
seeded with 3,200 cells, (Figure 3.6.1b) most wells (45/54, 83%) demonstrated
complete sorting, with the remaining 9 of 54 wells having three clusters. The size of
components scales based on the percentage of K-cadherin expressing cells to Ecadherin expressing cells. Larger aggregates (Figure 3.6.1c) seeded at 6,400 cells
were more variably sorted, with close to half (25/54) of the wells having more than 2
clusters. Aggregates with more even ratios between E- and K- cadherin cells,
especially in the range of 30%-60% E-cadherin cells, tended to completely sort more
frequently. In this range, 19/24 (79%) of aggregates were completely sorted into two
clusters. Of the more extreme ratio aggregates (<30% to >60% E-cadherin cells), only
11/30 (37%) of aggregates were completely sorted into two clusters.

In aggregates seeded at 6,400 cells or less, clusters existed side by side, with neither
population engulfing the other. Aggregates in which more cells were seeded (Figure
3.6.1d) showed a different behavior: in higher ratios of K-cadherin, the K-cadherin
population engulfed the smaller spheroid of E-cadherin expressing cells. This was not
true in the reverse case: with a higher ratio of E-cadherin cells, there appeared a larger
central E-cadherin spheroid with smaller K-cadherin populations on the periphery.
These engulfed sphere structures were unexpected, as differential adhesion strengths
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or surface tension differences between the E- and K-cadherin expressing populations
should not, in theory, change based on aggregate size. If, for example, the adhesion
interaction energy at the interface between E- and K populations favors engulfment of
E-cadherin expressing cells, this should be evident in smaller populations as well. Time
lapse videos of aggregates show that K-cadherin expressing cells tend to assemble
into a disc-like sheet that first expands flat and then contracts arounds the inner
spheroid of HEK cells. Future work in the field might focus on addressing this Kcadherin-driven sheet formation and investigate how its mechanism changes in larger
and smaller aggregates.
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21 Figure 3.6. 1: Ratio s weep of CH O cells expres s ing E-cadherin and K-cadherin
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Figure 3.6.1: Ratio sweep of CHO cells expressing E-cadherin and K-cadherin. Red
cells have pHef1a-K-cadherin and blue cells have pHef1a-E-cadherin. Aggregates
were seeded at (A) 1,600, (B) 3,200, (C) 6,400, (D) 12,800 total cells and imaged
approximately 24 hours after trypsinization. The black scale bar in the bottom right of
each panel represents 100µm. Panel D is zoomed out relative to A, B, and C in order
to capture the entire aggregate. See Figure 3.6.2 for scaled images of a selection of
the 60% E-cadherin/40% K-cadherin aggregates.
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22 Figure 3.6. 2: Scaled images of 60% E-cadhe rin/ 40% K-cadhe rin agg regates

Figure 3.6.2: Scaled images of 60% E-cadherin/40% K-cadherin aggregates. Red
cells have pHef1a-K-cadherin and blue cells have pHef1a-E-cadherin. Images are
identical to the 6th row in each figure of Figure 3.6.1, but zoomed to fit the image. Scale
bar represents 100µm.
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3.7 Design challenge: create large aggregates with precise,
replicable features
Figure 3.5.2 shows that, with E- and K-cadherin expressing CHO cells, the smallest
aggregates reliably and completely sort into two distinct clusters, with almost no
variability between replicates. Larger aggregates (excluding the engulfed spheres
discussed in Section 3.5) are disorganized, with more clusters and greater
inconsistency between replicates. This led us to a design challenge: is it possible to
create large aggregates with only two distinct clusters? And by extension, is it possible
to make large aggregates with less variation between replicates?

To address this, we tracked the aggregates of 40%/60% E- and K-cadherin over the
course of 6 days (Figure 3.7.1). When seeded at larger sizes (12,800 cells), the
40%/60% aggregates after 1 day form disorganized clusters with several components,
varying across replicate (Figure 3.7.1c). Aggregates that were seeded at half the size
(6,400 cells) were completely sorted into two separate adjacent clusters after 1 day
(Figure 3.7.1a), with one of the five replicates forming three clusters. After 6 days,
these aggregates grew dramatically in size and maintained their sorted structure
(Figure 3.7.1b). After growth, these aggregates were larger than those in Figure
3.7.1c, and were completely sorted into two clusters, with the exception of the 3-cluster
aggregate. This demonstrates that, with E- and K-cadherin CHO cells, large completely
sorted aggregates can be created with a multistep procedure: first cells sort when the
aggregates are small, and secondly grow after sorting to the target size. When
aggregates are seeded at larger sizes (12,800 cells) and then allowed to grow over the
course of 6 days, they appear to have a necrotic core but still maintain their general
disordered structure (Figure 3.7.1d) compared to day 1 aggregates. This
demonstrates that growth and time alone cannot create completely sorted structures,
but that aggregates must be small enough when sorted to form two clusters.
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We next wanted to investigate whether it was possible to create large aggregates with
a central cluster of K-cadherin cells and a peripheral small cluster of E-cadherin cells.
When seeded at larger sizes (12,800 cells), aggregates with higher fractions of Kcadherin cells form engulfed populations of E-cadherin cells surrounded by K-cadherin
cells (Figure 3.7.2c). In aggregates with 90%/10% K-cadherin to E-cadherin ratios, all
of the replicates formed engulfed E-cadherin clusters, and none formed peripheral
small E-cadherin clusters. To overcome this, we used the same strategy as before to
increase replicability in large aggregates, and allowed aggregates seeded at half the
size (6,400 cells) to sort and grow over the course of 6 days. These initially smaller
aggregates completely sorted into a central cluster of K-cadherin cells and a peripheral
small cluster of E-cadherin cells after one day (Figure 3.7.2a), and again maintained
this structure and grew approximately as big as the larger 12,800 cell-seeded
aggregates (Figure 3.7.2c) after 6 days (Figure 3.7.2b). When aggregates seeded at
larger sizes (12,800 cells) were allowed to grow over the course of 6 days, they
maintained their central blue E-cadherin cluster, although this is difficult to image due
to the aggregate size and necrotic core (Figure 3.7.2d). This demonstrates that the
target shape – a large aggregate with a central cluster of K-cadherin cells and a
peripheral small cluster of E-cadherin cells – can be reproducibly formed provided that
the cells are allowed to sort when small and subsequently expanded.
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Figure 3.7.1: Order of growth and sorting affects outcome replicability. Red cells have
pHef1a-K-cadherin and blue cells have pHef1a-E-cadherin. Rows represent technical
replicates. Day indicates the approximate time since trypsinization. Scale bar in bottom
right corner represents 100µm. Scale is consistent across all images.
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Figure 3.7.2: Order of growth and sorting affects outcome shape. pHef1a-K-cadherin
cells are in red and pHef1a-E-cadherin cells are in blue. Rows represent technical
replicates. Day indicates the approximate time since trypsinization. Scale bar in bottom
right corner represents 100µm. Scale is consistent across all images.
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3.8 In highly adherent cell mixtures, adhesion induction
timing selects between maze-like intertwined structures and
an engulfed sphere with protrusions
We next wanted to investigate whether another factor – timing of adhesion induction –
could influence structure formation. Cadherin expression can be turned on in
aggregates with inducible E-cadherin CHO cells by adding doxycycline at a specific
time during structure formation. To investigate this, we set up aggregates with inducible
E-cadherin CHO cells that had been pretreated with doxycycline prior to aggregate
assembly (Figure 3.8.1) and compared them to those that were exposed to
doxycycline only when added to the U-bottom ultralow adherent plates for assaying
(Figure 3.5.3). When not pretreated and only exposed to doxycycline when in the 3D
cell culture plates, cells require time on the order of hours to express cadherins and
begin to compact. Figure 3.5.3 shows that, when mixed with adherent HEK cells and
exposed to doxycycline only when in 3D cell culture, inducible E-cadherin CHO cells
form protrusions outside a HEK spheroid core. Figure 3.8.1 shows that doxycycline
pretreated with inducible E-cadherin CHO cells, when mixed with HEK cells, forms a
different type of structure: maze-like intertwined populations of HEK and inducible Ecadherin CHO. With doxycycline pretreatment, cells have been exposed to doxycycline
for at least 5 days, and E-cadherin levels are expected to be at steady state. We
hypothesized that non-pretreated cells, in contrast to pretreated cells, would form an
intermediate structure – a central HEK spheroid engulfed by a population of not-yet
adherent inducible E-cadherin CHO cells. By the time cadherins were fully expressed
and had facilitated compaction, inducible E-cadherin CHO cells had been sorted to the
periphery of the aggregate, and so formed the external protrusions shown in Figure
3.5.3. When inducible E-cadherin CHO cells were pretreated, they were adhesive
immediately, and compacted into a spheroid at the same time HEK cells were
compacting, creating the intertwined populations shown in Figure 3.8.1.
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Figure 3.8.2 shows a direct comparison of different dox addition timings in aggregates
in total at a ratio of 60% HEK cells (yellow) to 40% E-cadherin inducible CHO cells
(blue). Cells were either pretreated with doxycycline, or doxycycline was added to the
aggregates after 0 or 27 hours. In aggregates with pretreated E-cadherin inducible
CHO cells, compacted sections of E-cadherin CHO cells are visible at 48 hours, and
are fully interleaved with the HEK spheroid after 72 hours. In the aggregates exposed
to doxycycline after 27 hours, the predicted intermediate structure - a central HEK
cluster engulfed by loosely adhering CHO cells - is seen at the 48-hour time point. After
72 hours, several external protrusions form. By contrast, the aggregate with
doxycycline induction at 0 hours has smaller, more numerous external clusters.

Taken together, this demonstrates that modulating the timing of cadherin induction can
control both the type of pattern and size and number of external clusters. Delaying
adhesion induction can allow for an intermediate structure to form, which can set the
basis for later shape formation. Future studies should test whether these structures
made by temporal staging are stable over long time scales, or eventually sort into
equilibrium forms.
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Figure 3.8.1: Doxycycline pretreatment creates maze-like intertwined populations in
aggregates with inducible E-cadherin CHO cells. 10,000 cells in total with a ratio sweep
of HEK cells (yellow) and E-cadherin inducible CHO cells (blue) cells imaged after (A)
48 hours and (B) 60 hours. Cells were pretreated with doxycycline while in 2D cell
culture and maintained doxycycline exposure when added to the ultralow adherent Ubottom wells for 3D structure formation after trypsinization. Scale bar represents 250
µm.
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Figure 3.8.2: Later doxycycline timing creates larger, more external protrusions with
inducible E-cadherin CHO cells. 5,000 cells in total at a ratio of 60% HEK cells (yellow)
to 40% E-cadherin inducible CHO cells (blue) imaged after (top) 48 hours and (bottom)
72 hours. Pretreated cells were exposed to doxycycline for at least 5 days while in 2D
cell culture and maintained doxycycline exposure when added to the ultralow adherent
U-bottom wells for 3D structure formation after trypsinization.
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3.9 Discussion
By changing cadherin type, ratio, size, doxycycline concentration, and doxycycline
timing, we have generated a diverse set of morphologies that are self-assembling. We
have uncovered a series of design rules that determine the sorting behavior of
cadherin-expressing cells, including that differences in cadherin expression alone can
drive the creation of a polka dot pattern; polka dot size and number can be controlled
by small molecule concentration; and that certain shapes are only accessible by a
multistep procedure. This work takes a step towards mapping the design space of selfassembling structures.

One potential application of these design rules is in organoids: tissues grown in 3D cell
culture and induced into micro-organ-like formation using added growth factors or
genetic circuit inputs that recapitulate the developmental cues of the desired organ8.
In 2016, Guye et al9 genetically engineered human induced pluripotent stem cell to
express the transcription factor Gata6, and found that they developed into the three
germ layers and ultimately into liver bud-like tissue. One hypothesis for this advanced
development is that cells rearrange several days after seeding into discrete sections
of pre-mesendoderm and pre-ectoderm lineages. Signaling between these physically
separate segments is thought to create the basis of the spatial organization that drives
later organoid assembly. With an understanding of the design rules to achieve different
structures, we could alter the pattern and spatial arrangement of pre-mesendoderm
and pre-ectoderm populations to advance organoid development.

To map the full morphospace of self-assembling structures, future work should address
a broader variety of cell types. Stem cells, for example, are self-adhesive and form
compact spheroids in 3D cell culture82. The impact of exogenous cadherin expression
on patterning in stem cells has been investigated83,37, but further studies are needed
to establish the range of structures that can be made with cell sorting. By comparing
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cadherin-driven cell sorting in a range of cell types, we could form a better picture of
the capacity and role of sorting in development, and further design new self-assembling
shapes for organoids, biobots, and living materials.

3.10 Methods: Plasmid construction
Plasmids were constructed using the Gateway-Gibson hierarchical cloning system.
Entry vectors with promoters (pTRET, pHef1a) and coding sequences (E-cadherin, Ncadherin, P-cadherin, and K-cadherin, mKate, tagBFP, rtTa3) were assembled into
expression vectors using the Gateway LR clonase or golden gate assembly MoClo
system. E-cadherin, N-cadherin, P-cadherin, and K-cadherin sequences were from the
mouse coding sequences obtained from Adrian Slusarczyk. For genomic integration,
expression vectors were assembled using Gibson assembly into payload vectors with
the SmallBOB backbone and appropriate adaptor vectors.

3.11 Methods: Cell lines
Landing pad HEK293FT cells with constitutive eYFP and landing pad CHO K1 cells
with constitutive eYFP were obtained from Kalpana Jagtap. Cell lines with integrated
genetic circuits, including the CHO cells with constitutive tagBFP expression and the
dox-inducible E-cadherin line, were constructed using a CHO recombination-based
landing pad cell line with the method described by Duportet et al. CHO K1 landing pad
cells were reverse transfected in 6-well plates with 300 ng of the payload circuit vector
and 300 ng of CMV-Bxb1 vector. Puromycin selection started 3 days after transfection.
Puromycin selection continued for approximately two weeks, during which media was
changed and cells were passaged as needed. After selection, cells were single-cell
sorted into a 96 well plate using a FACS Aria.
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3.12 Methods: Pattern formation assays
To make 3D aggregates, adherent cells growing in tissue-culture-treated 10cm dishes
were trypsinized with 2.5 mL trypsin for 5 minutes. Cells were counted and diluted to
50 or 100 cells/µL. A defined number of cells were added to ultra-low attachment 96well plates and mixed together with gentle pipetting and spun with a centrifuge at 300rcf
for 4 minutes. In the inducible cell line, 1 µg/mL dox was used to induce cadherin,
unless otherwise stated. Doxycycline was introduced to the cells when they were
added to the ultra-low attachment plates, unless otherwise stated. All cells were grown
and assayed in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% non-essential amino
acids, with 200µL media per well.

3.13 Methods: Microscopy and Image analysis
Aggregates were imaged with a Leica TCS SP5 II Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscope in an incubation chamber at 37˚C at 5% CO2. Each image represents one
Z slice through the approximate center of the aggregate, as measured by where the
edges of clusters were most crisply in focus. The image processing program FIJI was
used to adjust image brightness and merge fluorescent channels. In order to quantify
the cell clusters, we developed an image processing pipeline, described in Walczak et
al76, which leverages FIJI84, a distribution of ImageJ78. The pipeline is built around the
Particle Analyzer79 plugin for FIJI which is able to perform connected components on
a binary image, grouping adjacent pixels into a single cluster. These clusters are
filtered based on size, excluding anything smaller than 350 µm2. This was chosen as
a threshold because it is much smaller than the area of a single cell and excluded small
pixel-level noise. In order to create the binary mask that is inputted into the Particle
Analyzer Plugin, the fluorescent images are thresholded. The thresholds are computed
on the pixel intensity values for each image channel corresponding to the fluorescent
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channel (i.e. for blue fluorescent images, only the blue intensity channel is used. For
yellow the intensity channel is created by averaging the red and green intensity
channels). In order to make this analysis easily repeatable, a processing script was
created in Jython. This script allows the user to specify various configuration
parameters, and is able to read Leica metadata to help setup the experiment. The
cluster detection method was also developed into a custom TrackMate detector plugin
to track the clusters over time to allow for diffusion analysis.
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Chapter 4: A recombinase-based tool
for controlling cell population
distribution
This chapter is based on ongoing work authored by me and Casper Enghuus.

4.1 Summary of Chapter 4: A recombinase-based tool for
controlling cell population distribution
At the heart of multicellularity is the ability for different cells to perform specialized
functions. Division of labor between cells allows for a variety of emergent behaviors
not possible in a single cell. To adopt different behaviors, cells in multicellular
organisms establish their fates over the course of development using a complex
combination of cell-cell signaling, physical inputs, and random chance. Despite their
potential usefulness in engineering complex multicellular systems, few tools exist to
orthogonally control cell fate and population distribution in synthetic biology. Here we
develop a set of genetic circuits designed to synthetically control the distribution of cell
identity in a population of cells, and show that recombinase circuits with mutually
exclusive excision cassettes can result in controllable bifurcation of cell identity. By
changing the relative ratio of recombinases in the cell, we can control the distribution
of the resulting cell populations. In future work, we aim to use small molecules inputs
to precisely control the distribution of subpopulations and to ultimately program the
formation of self-assembling structures.
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4.2 Introduction and Goal
Over the 4 billion years that life has existed, multicellularity has independently evolved
repeatedly – at least 25 times85. This is due in part to one of the major advantages of
being made of more than one cell: division of labor. In a multicellular organism,
individual cells can adopt distinct roles and compose themselves into specialized
tissues, which altogether can comprise an organism with exquisite complexity.
Humans, for example, are made up of about 30 trillion cells86, and 200 cell types at the
very least, with recent work in single cell sequencing suggesting the number could be
much higher87,88.

Although multicellularity and cell specialization are valuable tools in nature, methods
to engineer multicellularity and control cell-fate in synthetic systems are only beginning
to be explored. Matsuda et al89 in 2015 showed that, when transgenically expressed in
CHO cells, the cell-cell signaling system Delta-Notch could make cells spontaneously
bifurcate into Delta-positive and Notch-positive cell. Morsut et al43 expanded on this
work and used synthetic Notch signaling coupled with cadherin expression to create a
lateral inhibition circuit capable of driving cell fate bifurcation, which ultimately led to
self-assembling structures. Notch-based cell type bifurcation is not permanent, and cell
fate can change when cells rearrange and adopt different neighbors. Lateral inhibition
creates bifurcation in neighboring cells, meaning larger structures in which one cell
type would become separate from another would not be stable.

The goal of this chapter is to present the design and initial results of a tool for
controllably driving synthetic, permanent cell type differentiation into various
subpopulation ratios. We present a recombinase-based switch that is capable of
creating subpopulations of cell types with distinct behaviors, starting with a genetically
identical population of cells. Our ultimate aim is to create programmable 3D structures
that can be programmed to autonomously create target shapes. An example schema
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is shown in Figure 4.2.1. Starting from a single genetically engineered cell, the end
goal is that a user could select a desired output shape by adding a certain small
molecule, and the cell would then grow into a multicellular aggregate and shape itself
into the target structure without additional external inputs. In Chapters 2 and 3, we
showed that changing the ratio of cell populations with different cadherin states can
control the features and type of resulting structure (for example in Figure 3.5.2). These
aggregates required mixing separate populations of cells in different ratios, which
would not be possible if aggregates are autonomously grown from a single cell. To
create a structure through cell sorting, there must be symmetry breaking in the
population of genetically identical cells to allow for different populations to adopt
different cadherin expression states, for example. The central goal of the recombinase
circuit is to achieve this by driving behavioral diversity and controllable population
differentiation in genetically identical cells.
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Figure 4.2.1: Schema of programmable self-organizing multicellular shapes. The end
goal is to be able to have one cell that can be grown into a variety of different structures
(bottom row) based on user input. A small molecule would control the population
distribution of the cells, and would subsequently drive self-organization into different
forms. The ratio of and timing of small molecule addition would determine the ratio of
cell types and which branch the cells would follow.
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4.3 Stochastic Recombinases for Tissue Imaging
Creating behavioral diversity from a homogeneous population seems easy: biology is
inherently noisy, and even a constitutively expressed single gene can cause clonally
identical cells to respond differently. The challenge, however, is not just to have cells
behave differently but to simultaneously maintain different controllable, stable, and
complex behavior profiles.

To achieve this long-term diversity and generate a discrete number of cell types, we
use a common tool in synthetic biology: recombinases. Recombinases are enzymes
that recombine DNA by flipping, inserting, or excising DNA sequences. They have
been used previously in engineered systems to record cell state90 and even to compute
complex logic91. Appleton et al92 in 2019 developed a computational design approach
to use recombinases to drive the formation of small multicellular aggregates starting
from a single cell. They created a system to design a recombinase-based counter and
register that could decide to express a set of synthetic adhesion molecules, and
thereby create small defined cellular blocks for modular assembly. In this chapter, we
propose a set of recombinase circuits that can make permanent genetically-encoded
decisions inherited by daughter cells in order to create robust shape formation on larger
scales. These recombinase circuits have mutually exclusive terminal states, meaning
the resulting gene expression can only be in one state or another, but not both.

Mutually exclusive recombinase excision sites have been used to generate diversity
among cells previously, most notably to generate unique color expression in cells in
the ‘Brainbow’ project for imaging nervous tissue93,94. The Brainbow system was
designed to address a fundamental problem of tissue imaging: the difficulty of
distinguishing individual cells among a dense tissue. This is especially challenging with
neurons, which have axons and dendrites that can extend far from the cell body. The
original Brainbow system used stochastically acting recombinases that could select
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one of three colors to be expressed in a specific transcriptional unit, diagramed in
Figure 4.3.1a. The recombinase in this circuit was the tyrosine recombinase Cre,
which recognizes two identical lox sites, and can invert or excise the DNA segment
between them. The Brainbow system makes use of different lox sites (loxN, lox2272,
and loxP), which can all be recognized and recombined by cre, but are orthogonal and
can only be recombined with identical sites. With three tandem copies of the
transcriptional unit genomically integrated, Livet et al. showed that combinatorial color
expression could result in ten distinct colors. As the colors of each cell were
stochastically determined by the action of cre, neighboring cells were unlikely to have
the same color expression, and therefore were distinguishable with microscopy.

In 2008, Wang et al.95 created STARS (Stochastic Gene Activation with Regulated
Sparseness), a system to engineer the desired sparseness of a cell population. The
mechanism required varying the length between mutually exclusive recombinase sites,
in effect controlling the percentage of a subpopulation with the ultimate goal of labeling
a small subset of cells for imaging. This circuit is diagramed in Figure 4.3.1b. They
found that varying the length between recombination sites could control the percentage
of cells that excise one cassette instead of the other, with population control from 5%
to 50% of the total cells.

These previous efforts – Brainbow and STARS – used random recombination for
enhanced imaging and as a proof of concept to control diversity, but they did not tie
the output of the random switch to a functional behavioral difference that influenced
cell-cell interactions. In 2017, Movahedi et al.96 expanded on this work and used a
similar stochastic Cre/lox recombination scheme to create functional mosaicism in
transgenic animals (Figure 4.3.1c). Their system, called RoMo (ROSA26 Mosaic),
comprises a stochastic recombinase circuit single-copy integrated into the ROSA26
locus that can drive expression of a transgene in a fraction of cells in a mouse.
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In this chapter, we expand on these previous recombinase circuit designs and create
a mutually exclusive excision circuit that is targeted by two recombinases. With
independent control over multiple recombinases, we can bias the population of cells
towards one fate or another using small molecules, thereby easily controlling the ratio
of resulting subpopulations after fate bifurcation.
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Figure 4.3.1: Schema of stochastic recombinase circuits from prior works. FP labels
represents distinct fluorescent proteins, but for simplicity are arbitrary and do not
necessarily match the fluorescent proteins in the published works. (A) Schema of one
copy of a stochastic circuit used in the original Brainbow work94. (B) Schema of the
STARS system95 for controlled sparseness. The spacer contains different lengths of
non-coding DNA, which was shown to influence the relative frequency of cassette
excision. (C) Schema of the RoMo system96 for mosaic transgene expression. ‘STOP’
represents a transcription stop cassette which includes a selection marker and
terminator. IRES signifies an internal ribosome entry site.
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4.4 Circuit Design
The central design of our circuit involves recombinase-mediated DNA excision that
molecularly flips a coin and chooses a genetic state individually in each cell. The coinflip system consists of two mutually exclusive recombinase excision sites that are
oriented such that the excision of one segment of DNA removes the recombination site
of the other segment thereby leading to individual choices in the genetic state between
cells. We propose to further tie downstream gene expression to functional cell
changes, including adhesion differences and cell growth modulation.

Figure 4.4.1a shows the circuit design and schematic. This design uses two serine
integrases – ΦC31 and Wβ – that have orthogonal attB and attP sites. As the choice
between the two possible excision segments is random in each cell, a subset of the
cells will excise one segment while the remainder will excise the other segment,
resulting in two genetically distinct populations. The circuit in Figure 4.4.1a shows
three fluorescent proteins – tagBFP, eYFP, and mKate – as the coding sequences that
could be expressed, but these could be easily interchanged with other genes to control
cell behavior and function, like cadherins or growth controlling genes. These expanded
circuits are discussed further in the future work section.

The dual recombinase circuit further allows the distribution of cell types to be
controllable by modulating the relative strength of ΦC31 and Wβ, as illustrated in
Figure 4.4.1b. Previous works used only one recombinase – Cre – to drive stochastic
activation. Using two recombinases allows for control over the subpopulation ratios.
Before recombinase induction, cells express the first coding sequence, tagBFP. With
ΦC31 expression only, cells should exclusively excise the first segment, resulting in a
100% eYFP-expressing population. Likewise, with Wβ expression only, all cells should
excise the second segment and express mKate only. When both recombinases are
active, some fraction of cells should express mKate and the remaining fraction of cells
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should express eYFP, depending on which recombinase recombines first. By
modulating the relative concentrations of the two recombinases, our hypothesis is that
we can control the population distributions resulting from this one cell line.
Recombinase concentrations can be controlled by several means, including transient
transfection of different concentrations of plasmids expressing the recombinases, or
small molecule-based transcriptional control of the recombinase genes.
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Figure 4.4.1: Recombinase excision circuit design and desired results. (A) ϕC31 and
Wβ, two serine integrases, can excise mutually exclusive cassettes. B and P represent
attB and attP sites recognized by the indicated recombinase. Before recombinase
induction, the single promoter, pHef1a, drives expression of tagBFP. The transcript
terminates thereafter so the downstream genes are not expressed. If Wβ excises first,
a cell will express mKate. If ϕC31 excises first, a cell will express eYFP. (B) Schema
of the expected results in a population of cells at different ϕC31 and Wβ levels.
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4.5 Circuit
integration

construction

and

single

copy

genomic

The circuit shown in Figure 4.4.1b was constructed using the MoClo system97. The
promoter used is a promoter for human elongation factor 1a (pHef1a), which drives
constitutive, strong expression in a variety of mammalian cell types98. The three coding
sequences – tagBFP, eYFP, and mKate – were edited to remove any type 2S
restriction enzyme cut sites by site directed mutagenesis to synonymous codons.
φC31 and Wβ attB and attP sites were added to the 5’ sites of the appropriate coding
sequences. Sequences for these sites were obtained from Barbara Jusiak, adapted
from those published in Xu et al.99 and Roquet et al.91. cHS4 insulators were used 5’
of each transcriptional unit to reduce silencing and epigenetic interference. All
terminators are synthPolyA terminators, obtained from Ross Jones.

For genomic integration, we used single landing pad (LP) CHO K1 cell lines obtained
from Duportet et al.100 These cell lines have a constitutive eYFP circuit flanked by Bxb1
recombinase sites integrated in either the AAVS1 or the Rosa B1 locus. Cells were
cultured at 37˚C and 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Media supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum and 1% non-essential amino acids. To integrate the stochastic
circuit, Bxb1 CHO LP cells were co-transfected with 300ng of the circuit plasmid –
assembled with a backbone carrying a Bxb1 recognition site and puromycin resistance
gene – and 300ng of CAG-Bxb1 expression vector. Puromycin was added 3 days after
transfection and puro selection continued for approximately two weeks, during which
media was changed and cells were passaged as needed.

After integration, it was discovered that the coding sequence for tagBFP had a mutation
that arose during cloning. Sequencing confirmed that a terminator had been inserted
directly upstream of the coding sequence, but there were no changes to the
recombinase recognition sites, promotor, or downstream genes. We re-cloned this
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construct without the mutation, but testing has been put on hold due to the COVID-19
pandemic. The subsequent analysis in this chapter therefore shows data using the cell
line with the mutated BFP. As the BFP was intended to be a signal of cells prior to
successful switch activation, this cell line can still be analyzed for its flipping efficiencies
by evaluating the eYFP+ and mKate+ populations after introduction of recombinases.

After integration of the circuit plasmid and subsequent puro selection, we performed
FACS to remove cells with yellow fluorescence (Figure 4.5.1). When integrated
correctly, the circuit should knockout expression of eYFP from the original landing pad
site, so eYFP+ cells are likely misintegrated or escaped puro selection. We found that
approximately 10% of the cells retained eYFP expression, which is consistent with the
number of cells with failed integrations that survive selection as reported by Duportet
et al.75
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Figure 4.5.1: eYFP fluorescence of landing pad cells integrated with recombinase
switch, post-selection. Gates for the eYFP positive peak were calibrated to
untransfected landing pad cell lines with pHef1a-driven eYFP expression. Data was
analyzed with a BD Aria Flow Cytometer. FITC-A negative cells were bulk sorted into
FACS tubes, plated to recover in a 10cm plate, and then used for downstream analysis.
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4.6 Mutually exclusive recombinase switch drives cell
identity bifurcation
To evaluate the ratio of subpopulations that result from activating the stochastic
recombinase circuit, CHO K1 cells with the stochastic circuit integrated were transiently
transfected with varying ratios of two recombinase expression plasmids: CAG-φC31
and CAG-Wβ. After FACS sorting and recovery, cells were reverse transfected at
about 50% confluency using Lipofectamine LTX in a 24 well plate. In each well, 500 to
550ng of recombinase DNA was transfected along with 100ng of pHef1a-tagBFP,
which was used as a transfection marker. Prior testing with a very low transfection
efficiency (data not shown) indicated that Wβ was likely more potent than ΦC31 and,
at an equal ΦC31:Wβ plasmid concentration ratio, about 90% of cells expressed
mKate. In order to get a broader range of population distribution, we evened the
probability of equal recombinase action by testing ratios of ΦC31:Wβ plasmid
concentrations skewed towards the ΦC31 recombinase: 500:1, 500:5, and 500:50 of
ΦC31:Wβ ng of DNA transfected in each well. In addition, we tested 500:0 and 0:500
φC31:Wβ ratios to establish whether complete switching into one population or
another would result from expression of only one recombinases. All ratios of DNA were
transfected in duplicate wells, except one replicate of the 500:0 ratio was lost due to
technical error.

About 60 hours post transfection, cells were trypsinized into a single cell suspension
and analyzed with flow cytometry. eYFP+ and mKate+ cells appeared as distinct
populations at fluorescent values higher than untransfected cells lacking the
recombinases, and gates were set accordingly. Figure 4.6.1 shows the percentages
of cells in their mKate and eYFP expression category. This figure excludes mKate/eYFP- cells, which represented between 64-81% of the total cell count across different
replicates. These non-fluorescent cells might either be untransfected cells that
received no recombinase DNA, transfected cells that received an insufficient
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concentration of DNA to drive switch activation, or transfected cells that had aberrant
switch behavior resulting in no fluorescent expression. In future, these states could be
distinguished by repeating the experiment in the corrected circuit with non-mutated
tagBFP, which would demonstrate the portion of un-switched cells, and by binning or
sorting earlier in the course of the experiment based on transfection marker. Although
this experiment did use a plasmid expressing constitutive tagBFP as a transfection
marker, after the three days required for downstream switch gene activation, flow
cytometry demonstrated that there were few cells remaining with tagBFP expression.
These cells did not appear to have a correlation with eYFP or mKate state. It is likely
that the plasmid was diluted as the cells grew, but earlier testing could confirm the
relationship between transfection efficiency and switch efficiency.

As we hypothesized, there was a correlation between the ratio of recombinase and
percentage of fluorescent population for the eYFP+ and mKate+ cells, as shown in
Figure 4.4.1b. At 500:1 of ΦC31:Wβ ng of DNA, about 10% of cells were eYFP/mKate+, at 500:5, about 20% of cells were eYFP-/mKate+, and at 500:50, about 50%
of cells were eYFP-/mKate+. Across all ratios, less than 5% of cells were double
positive, meaning the remaining fluorescent cells were eYFP+/mKate-, as we
hypothesized. There were no significant differences between the population ratios of
different replicates.

Although there remains much to evaluate and expand about the switch, Figure 4.6.1
demonstrates that we can make a population of clonal cells bifurcate into two
subpopulations, and further we can control the ratio of the subpopulations by
controlling the ratio of recombinases.
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Figure 4.6.1: Percentage of fluorescent cells in different expression states across
different recombinase concentrations. Cells with the single-copy integrated stochastic
switch are shown after transient transfection with recombinases. Each bar represents
cells from one well in a 24 well plate transfected with the with plasmids encoding CAG
promoter-driven expression of ΦC31 and Wβ. The concentration of transfected DNA
is shown on the x-axis. Red bars indicate mKate+/eYFP- cells, green bars indicate
mKate-/eYFP+ cells, and yellow bars indicate mKate+/eYFP+ cells. Percentage values
indicate the percentages of total fluorescing cells, excluding mKate-/eYFP- cells.
Technical replicates are shown for all conditions except the 500:0 condition, which is
missing a replicate due to technical issues.
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4.7 Future Directions: Design of small molecule control of
recombinases
Our aim is to create a single cell that can be expanded to a population and
autonomously bifurcate into multiple controllable subpopulations. We plan to
genomically integrate small-molecule control of the recombinase genes. This would
result in a single cell line that could create different subpopulations based on the ratio
of small molecule added to the media. Our results so far use transient transfection of
the recombinase-expressing plasmids into cells with a single integrated copy of the
switch, but having everything genomically integrated would allow for more predictable
and easily controllable behavior.

Towards this aim, we have almost completed cloning on a PiggyBac plasmid with
independent small molecule control of recombinases. The PiggyBac system is a nonviral integration system based on the Super PiggyBac transposase101. The
recombinases ΦC31 and Wβ are controlled by doxycycline and abscisic acid (ABA)
transcriptional activation systems, respectively. We chose doxycycline and ABA
because they have been shown to have strong OFF states, which is desirable to
prevent recombinase activity prior to switch activation.

With these small-molecule controlled recombinase systems genomically integrated, we
intend to test an array of hundreds of ABA:Doxycycline concentrations and use flow
cytometry to map the relationship between recombinase expression and resulting
subpopulation ratios.
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4.8 Future Directions: Design for autonomous adhesion and
growth control
With this switch, our primary application is to create programmable 3D structures that
can grow autonomously into target shapes. As shown in Figure 4.2.1, the end goal is
that a user could select a desired output shape by adding a specific small molecule.
The expanded cell population would then grow into a multicellular aggregate and
shape itself into a target structure without additional external inputs. As we
demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3, changing the ratio of cell populations with different
cadherin states can control the features and type of resulting structure. In future work,
we propose to use the switch to drive cadherin expression, as illustrated in Figure
4.8.1a. To create a structure, a single cell with a genomically integrated copy of this
circuit could grow into a population and then be induced with expression of
recombinases. Changing ABA and doxycycline concentration would control the relative
population ratios (Figure 4.8.1b) and lead to different shapes like those that form when
mixing different cadherin-expressing populations (Figure 4.8.1c,d,e, Figure 3.5.2). If
the switch is flipped earlier, we hypothesize aggregates would show more complete
sorting, like in Figure 4.8.1e. If the switch is flipped later, we hypothesize aggregates
would form an engulfed sphere or disordered shapes, like in Figure 4.8.1c. With this
schema, a single cell could grow into a variety of shapes that would be selected by
small molecule input alone.

One additional potential use of our stochastic recombinase circuit would be to control
the population size and growth behavior of a multicellular mammalian system. If a
population of cells grows too quickly in a bioreactor, biobot, or living material, for
example, it would be advantageous to kill or arrest growth in a percentage of cells.
Instead of inducing all the cells in the system to stop growing or die, our stochastic
recombinase system could direct a controllable ratio of the cells to stop growing or die.
This would be advantageous as it would inhibit the overall population growth of cells
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while allowing a controllable percentage of the cells to maintain their behavior healthy
and unchanged.

We have completed some initial work towards controlling cell growth as a target of the
recombinase switch. To control growth genetically, we designed and cloned an
inducible cell-growth arrest system using the cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor
p27kip115 and have integrated it in CHO cells with the landing pad system. In initial
tests of the p27kip1 CHO line, cells appeared to grow more slowly than in wild-type
cell lines but looked morphologically healthy, suggesting this gene can be used as a
tool to reversibly inhibit growth. Analysis with cell death staining, precise counting, and
flow cytometry is needed to be sure that p27kip1 would be a good candidate for cell
population control. Apoptotic genes to induce cell death or positive selection survival
genes like antibiotic resistance could also be used in our stochastic switch as tools to
control population size.

Further, growth control could be used a platform to drive morphogenesis. Differential
growth has been shown to be a driver of morphogenesis in several native biological
systems, including intestinal villi development102 and gut tube formation103. Cell motility
has been previously engineered in synthetic systems, including with inducible
expression of the cytoskeleton adaptor protein CRK-II15 and with constitutively active
mutants of the GTPases RhoA and Rac1104, which also control cell stiffness. In future
work, these modules could be combined as downstream targets of the recombinase
switch to create a broader range of self-assembling structures.
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Figure 4.8.1: Schema for planned cadherin stochastic excision circuit. (A) Diagram of
stochastic recombinase cadherin construct. (B) Anticipated results after exposure to
different levels of ΦC31 and Wß activity. (C, D, E) Images adapted from Figure 3.5.2
that show the anticipated effect of inducing the stochastic cadherin switch at different
ΦC31 and Wß activity levels in (C) 12,800 cell, (D) 6,400 cell, or (E) 3,200 cell
aggregates.
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Figure 4.8.2: Preliminary indication that induction of p27kip1 leads to growth arrest.
CHO cells with a genomically integrated copy of TRET-p27kip1 and pHef1a-tagBFP
(shown in blue) were plated at 10% confluency in 2D cell culture with the appropriate
level of doxycycline and imaged after 3 days. Scale bar indicates 250µm.
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